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TOO MAJOR
FOR HOME

TOO MINOR
FOR HOSPITAL

When an injury or illness needs quick attention but not
in the Emergency Department, call Stanford Express
Care. Staffed by doctors, nurses, and physician assistants,
Express Care treats children (6+ months) and adults for:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Respiratory illnesses
Cold and flu
Stomach pain
Fever and headache
Back pain
Cuts and sprains

• UTIs (urinary tract
infections)
• Pregnancy tests
• Flu shots
• Throat cultures

Express Care accepts most insurance and is billed as
a primary care, not emergency care, appointment.
Providing same-day fixes every day, 9:00am to 9:00pm.
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JUST RIGHT
FOR STANFORD
EXPRESS CARE

Express Care is available
at two convenient locations:
Stanford Express Care Palo Alto
Hoover Pavilion
211 Quarry Road, Suite 102
Palo Alto, CA 94304
tel: 650.736.5211
Stanford Express Care San Jose
River View Apartment Homes
52 Skytop Street, Suite 10
San Jose, CA 95134
tel: 669.294.8888
Open Everyday
by Appointment Only
9:00am–9:00pm

Compass is a licensed real estate broker (01991628) in the State of California and abides by Equal Housing Opportunity laws. All material presented herein is intended for informational purposes only. Information is compiled from sources deemed reliable but is subject to errors, omissions, changes in price, condition, sale, or withdraw without notice. No statement is made as to accuracy of any description. All
measurements and square footages are approximate. Exact dimensions can be obtained by retaining the services of an architect or engineer. This is not intended to solicit property already listed.

Just Listed
Community Center Gem
4 BD

2.5 BA

6,750 SF LOT

$4,325,000

1270 Cedar Street, Palo Alto
Welcome to 1270 Cedar Street in Palo Alto’s coveted Community
Center neighborhood. With a charm factor of 10+ it enjoys a
superb location near the main library, Rinconada Park, tennis
courts and Walter Hays Elementary, Greene Middle School and
Palo Alto High School (buyer to verify).
Filled with abundant natural light, this happy home is ready for a
lucky new buyer ready to enjoy the Community Center Lifestyle.

Enjoy the virtual tour at
1270CedarSt.com

Open Saturday & Sunday
1:00PM to 4:30PM

eb
Elyse Barca

650.743.0734
Elyse@ElyseBarca.com
DRE 01006027
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OPEN HOUSE
SAT/SUN
1:00 - 4:00 PM

1065 ARROWHEAD WAY, PALO ALTO

Offered at $2,150,000

An abundance of natural light, clean lines, and open living spaces define this wonderful three bedroom/two bathroom Mid-century
modern home in Midtown. Highlights include a gorgeous living room/dining room combo with wood-burning fireplace, beamed
ceilings, and floor-to-ceiling windows; an open kitchen with high-end stainless steel appliances and granite countertops; and a
master suite with floor-to-ceiling windows, beamed ceiling, and exit to the rear yard. The home includes 1240 sq.ft. of freshly
painted living space, a two-car attached garage, and a private interior patio, all nestled on a large lot of 7040 sq.ft. Excellent Palo
Alto schools: Palo Verde Elementary, Jane Lathrop Stanford Middle, Palo Alto High.

This information was supplied by third party sources. Sales Associate believes this information is correct but has
QRWYHULÜHGWKLVLQIRUPDWLRQDQGDVVXPHVQROHJDOUHVSRQVLELOLW\IRULWVDFFXUDF\%X\HUVKRXOGYHULI\DFFXUDF\DQG
LQYHVWLJDWHWR%X\HUoVRZQVDWLVIDFWLRQ

BRIAN CHANCELLOR
(650) 303-5511
brianc@serenogroup.com
brianchancellor.com
DRE# 01174998
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Upfront

Local news, information and analysis

City struggles to decide on rail redesign
Leaders, public still want to consider
expensive citywide tunnel
by Gennady Sheyner
espite widespread rec- of preferred designs.
The City Council’s paralyognition that Palo Alto
urgently needs to recon- sis was on full display Tuesday
figure its four rail crossings to night, when members had their
accommodate increasing train first chance since last summer
traffic, the city’s elected leaders to winnow down six options for
remain paralyzed by indecision redesigning the rail intersections
when it comes to identifying a set at Palo Alto Avenue, Churchill

D

Avenue, Meadow Drive and
Charleston Road. The council set
a goal a year ago of reaching a
decision on “grade separation” —
the reconfiguring of rail crossings
so tracks no longer intersect with
roads — by the end of 2018. Having failed at that, city staff revised
the timeline and is now aiming for
a decision by spring.
But as the Tuesday discussion
made clear, solving the rail puzzle

will take many additional months,
if not years. After exhaustive debate, council members agreed that
the best way to move forward is to
keep all the options on the table,
including a citywide tunnel that
staff had determined was cost
prohibitive and an aerial viaduct
that has galvanized significant opposition in south Palo Alto.
By a 5-0 vote, with Mayor Eric
Filseth and Councilwoman Liz

Kniss recusing themselves, the
council chose not to eliminate
either the viaduct or the tunnel
from consideration. It also agreed
that redesign of the northernmost crossing, Palo Alto Avenue,
should take place as part of a
“comprehensive planning effort”
for downtown, which even under
the best-case scenario will take
(continued on page 12)

EDUCATION

School board
considers
future
of survey
Low student
participation, shift
to targeted surveys
raise questions
by Elena Kadvany

F

Veronica Weber

Dr. Hannes Vogel, director of neuropathology at Stanford University Medical Center, guides Anna Park, a second-year pathology
resident at the Stanford School of Medicine, as she makes incisions during a brain autopsy at the neuropathology forensics lab.

The brain detective
Stanford neuropathologist seeks the root causes
of suspicious deaths, criminal behaviors
by Sue Dremann
n a cool afternoon in to Stephen Paddock, the notoriDecember 2017 at Stan- ous Las Vegas shooter. Just weeks
ford University Medical before, on Oct. 1, Paddock had
Center, neuropathologist Dr. unleashed 10 minutes of terror
Hannes Vogel found himself and violence at a music festiface to face with the gunshot- val from his 32nd-floor sniper’s
perch in the Mandalay Bay Hotel.
torn brain of a killer.
Vogel readied the brain for an He killed 58 people and injured at
autopsy, placing it in a bucket least 400 by gunfire, according to
filled with formalin, a preserva- public officials.
Vogel is a renowned expert
tive to help keep its soft tissues
in neuropathology, a branch
from falling apart.
The mysterious brain belonged of medicine concerned with

O

diagnosing diseases of the
nervous system, often through
study of tissues of the body. In
the world of pathologists, his is
a rarefied subset. But he’s also
an expert in forensics, a field in
which scientific techniques are
used to detect crime — making his skillset all the more
unusual.
After weeks of police investigation, authorities still had a
nagging question: Why had Paddock unleashed such violence?
With a motive still unclear, officials from the Clark County
Coroner/Medical Examiner’s
office in Las Vegas, Nevada,
turned to Vogel to uncover any
secrets within Paddock’s brain.

Although remote, it was possible that Paddock was afflicted
with an infection, tumor, toxin
or neurodegenerative disease,
such as frontotemporal lobar
degeneration, which creates a
loss of inhibition. The latter is
the most common form of dementia in people under age 60,
Vogel said.
Las Vegas authorities were
determined not to rule anything
out in their quest for the truth.
“Don’t spare any effort,” Vogel recalled the Clark County
coroner said.
Surprisingly large to the untrained eye, the average adult

or years, the Palo Alto
school district’s Strategic
Plan survey showed a large
gap in students’ and parents’ satisfaction with counseling services between Gunn and Palo Alto
high schools. The survey results
were key indicators of inequity
in experience between the two
schools, which was eventually
addressed by the roll out of a
new teacher-advisory program
at Gunn.
In recent years, the survey also
revealed dissatisfaction among high
school students, parents and even
faculty with inconsistent curriculum, unfair grading practices and
uneven workloads across teachers
and courses, which became a top
district priority to resolve.
Yet the Strategic Plan survey,
which has been administered annually for the last decade, is no
longer driving critical district decisions, or even factoring into them,
Superintendent Don Austin said at
the school board’s Jan. 15 meeting.
“It’s become a reporting of what
is, a post-mortem report,” Austin
said. “It is not a driving piece of
information.”
The board briefly discussed at
the meeting the latest survey results, which illustrate how parents
feel about issues ranging from
teacher quality and grading practices to communication with the
school board and their children’s

(continued on page 8)
(continued on page 10)
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It’s become a reporting of what
is, a post-mortem report.
—Don Austin, Palo Alto school district superintendent,
on the district’s Strategic Plan survey.
See story on page 5.

Around Town

SPREADING THE MAGIC ...
A piece of Palo Alto was on
display at the World Economic
Forum’s annual meeting in Davos
Switzerland, a gathering of major
politicians, business leaders and
activists to “build a better version
of globalization” that wrapped up
on Jan. 25. A traveling version of
the all-inclusive Magical Bridge
Playground at Mitchell Park was
one of 20 features in an exhibit
titled “ACCESS+ABILITY.” Visitors
had the opportunity to see a lifesize picture of the playground,
view a two-minute video capturing
“special moments” at the structure
and to make music with their
bodies under the “Magical Harp.”
“Our hope and goal is that more
communities will build playgrounds
like Magical Bridge or work with
Magical Bridge directly,” Magical
Bridge Foundation co-founder Jill
Asher said in a press release. The
structure debuted at Mitchell Park
in April 2015 and quickly gained
attention for being open to children
of all ages and abilities. Last year,
the Santa Clara County Board of
Supervisors set aside funding to
build Magical Bridge playgrounds
at Addison and El Carmelo
elementary schools, plus four other
cities within the county. Another is
set to open in Redwood City later
this year.
SURVEY SAYS ... The Palo Alto
City Council will have much to
discuss when it convenes on
Feb. 2 for its annual retreat. One
question that has come up in
the past and that is bound to
resurface is: Why are people so
sour on local government? The
newly released National Citizen
Survey shows only 46 percent
of the residents gave “good” or
“excellent” ratings to City Hall
when asked about “overall quality
of Palo Alto government,” down
from 52 percent in 2008 and from
49 percent in 2017, according to
the survey. And the number of
residents who believe that the
city is “generally acting in the
best interests of the community”
slipped to 45 percent (down from
51 percent in the prior year). But
even though the “overall quality
of life” rating has slipped since
between 2017 and 2018 (with
the percentage of residents
giving the city the top two scores
falling from 89 percent to 85
percent), residents had plenty of

compliments about city services.
Libraries remained incredibly
popular in 2018, with 88 percent of
locals rating them as “excellent” or
“good,” an increase of 21 percent
since 2008, the year that voters
passed Measure B to upgrade the
library system. The city’s website,
once the subject of widespread
frustration and ridicule, saw its
ratings improve by 10 percent
since 2008, with 65 percent
giving it the top two grades and
41 percent reporting that they had
used it to conduct business or pay
bills (up from 21 percent in 2008).
Residents gave the city higher
scores compared to a decade
ago when it came to shopping
opportunities, employment
opportunities and police services
— areas where the city received
generally high scores. Residents
also indicated that they feel safer
in their neighborhoods after dark
than they did a decade ago, with
86 percent saying they feel “very”
or “somewhat” safe, up from 79
percent in 2008.
SHUTDOWN’S RIPPLE EFFECTS
... The longest federal government
shutdown in U.S. history, now
surpassing a month, has caused
local agencies and organizations to
accommodate those affected. On
Thursday, Caltrain and SamTrans
started giving federal government
employees free rides on their
systems, as long as they show their
employee ID to bus operators and
train conductors. The no-cost trips
will be offered until the government
reopens. “We sympathize with
the financial burdens that federal
employees are faced with due to
this unprecedented situation,” Jim
Hartnett, general manager and
CEO of the San Mateo County
Transit District, which manages
both services, said in a statement.
The Ecunemical Hunger Program
in East Palo Alto and Second
Harvest Food Bank serving Santa
Clara and San Mateo counties also
are preparing for a sudden influx
in needy clients if funding runs out
for government food programs.
U.S. Rep. Anna Eshoo, whose
district includes Palo Alto, tweeted
on Jan. 17 that she has joined her
fellow Democrats who introduced
the Immediate Financial Relief
for Federal Employees Act, which
would assist furloughed employees
with interest-free, no-cost loans of
up to $6,000. Q

Upfront
TECHNOLOGY

Residents protest approval
of Verizon equipment
City Council to consider appeals from sponsors, opponents
of Crown Castle’s proposed installations
by Gennady Sheyner

A

group of Palo Alto residents is sounding off
against a decision by the
city’s top planning official to approve the installation of wireless
equipment on five downtown
streetlight poles — a ruling that is
now being challenged by both the
project’s sponsors and opponents.
The Jan. 4 decision by interim
Planning Director Jonathan Lait
to allow Crown Castle/Verizon
Wireless to install five new “wireless communication facilities”
came less than a month after the
city’s Architectural Review Board
(ARB) discussed Crown Castle’s
plans and recommended that the
facilities — which consist of antennas, cabling and radio equipment — be placed underground.
Lait rejected two of the seven
nodes that Crown Castle had proposed, a new pole structure next to
905 Waverley St. and a streetlight
installation near 345 Forest Ave.
Now, the director’s decision is
facing two appeals. One from the
citizens group United Neighbors,
which is protesting Lait’s approval of five wireless equipment
“nodes,” and another from Crown
Castle, which is objecting to Lait’s
denial of the other two nodes in
the application.
In approving the five nodes near
275 Forest Ave., 248 Homer Ave.,
385 Homer Ave., 845 Ramona St.
and 190 Channing Ave., Lait specified that the antenna, cabling and
radio equipment not be visible and
be “concealed and screened with
a custom green painted, cylindrical shroud that is mounted on top
of the replacement street pole.”
Lait’s letter acknowledges that his
approvals take into consideration
but “differ somewhat” from the
Architectural Review Board’s recommendation, which was based on
a design that featured “faux mailboxes” mounted on streetlights.
At its Dec. 6 meeting, the architecture board largely agreed that
the city should make a greater effort in encouraging underground
vaults for cellular equipment. Its
approval of Crown Castle’s “Cluster 2” application by a 4-1 vote
specified that the equipment be underground — an idea that Crown
Castle has consistently rejected.
Vice Chair Peter Baltay argued
at the time that the board should
push to have this equipment “underground or out of sight.”
The board took a similar stance
last week, when it rejected by a
3-1 vote (with Chair Wynne Furth
recused and board member Alex
Lew dissenting) another proposal
from Crown Castle for polemounted equipment, known as
“Cluster 3.”
Lait agreed with the board that
the nodes that were presented to

the Architectural Review Board
“could not be approved as proposed based on aesthetic impacts,
inconsistency with development
standards and interference with
multi-modal circulation in the
downtown area where the city has
undergrounded utilities at great
expense.” In explaining his denial
of the two faux mailbox proposals,
he wrote that the cabinet under this
equipment “creates a false sense
of place and clutters the otherwise
careful siting of the corner.”
But in five of the seven nodes,
requiring shrouds that conceal
the equipment would mitigate that
impact, he suggested.
“The conditions of approval reduce these impacts such that the
nodes would be consistent with
all required findings,” Lait wrote.
Jeanne Fleming, founder of
United Neighbors, pushed back
against his findings and argued
that Lait’s approval was improper
because neither the architecture
board nor the neighbors have had
a chance to review the “shroud”
design he is requiring.
“Planning Director Lait, who is
not an architect, has thrown out
the recommendations of Palo Alto’s Architectural Review Board
and approved Crown Castle’s cell
towers without even seeing what
they actually look like,” Fleming
wrote to the council on Jan. 10.
In her letter, she urged council
members to direct Lait to withdraw his decision until Crown

Castle provides photographs and
a mock-up installation showing
what the new equipment would
look like. A week later, she followed up with a formal appeal
letter that characterized Lait’s approval of the Crown Castle project
as “an extraordinary break with
administrative precedent.”
“Because his decision was
based on a new design — a new
design that was never reviewed at
a public meeting — his actions
denied the public its right under
the law to a fair and timely hearing,” Fleming wrote in the appeal.
Lait said the shroud design
he approved is consistent with
shrouds that the Architectural
Review Board had considered
and approved in prior projects.
And while the board had recommended placing the equipment
underground, Lait said staff had
determined that doing so would
not be feasible. The city has its
own utility infrastructure underground in the downtown area, including equipment that is in close
proximity to Crown Castle’s proposed sites.
“The burden of demonstrating
that they can go underground is
with the city under federal law,”
Lait told the Weekly. “We felt it
wasn’t feasible to place them underground in downtown.”
But while Lait said that the
shroud design is similar to that in
(continued on page 12)

Public Agenda
A preview of Palo Alto government meetings next week
CITY COUNCIL ... The council will meet in a closed session to discuss
the status of the city’s labor negotiations with Service Employees
International Union, Local 521. The council then plans to consider
agreements with the Midpeninsula Community Media Center to
purchase the building at 900 San Antonio Road and for an extension
of public, education and government (PEG) access channel support
services. The council will consider revisions to the city’s zoning code,
relating to unit density, unit size and open space requirements, to
encourage more housing. The closed session is scheduled for 6 p.m.
on Monday, Jan. 28, Regular meeting will follow at 9 p.m. or immediately
after the closed session in the Council Chambers at City Hall, 250
Hamilton Ave.
BOARD OF EDUCATION ... The board will vote on a proposal to
identify funding sources for a county-led teacher housing project;
discuss new course proposals for the 2019-20 school year and revised
policies and bylaws on attorneys, admission, district residency and
the non-residence attendance policy. Informational reports, which are
on the agenda but do not require discussion or action, include a data
dashboard, algebra 1A report, Title IX update and a legal expenses
report. The meeting will begin at 6:30 p.m. on Tuesday, Jan. 29, at the
district office, 25 Churchill Ave.
PLANNING AND TRANSPORTATION COMMISSION ... The commission
plans to discuss the city’s draft Green Stormwater Infrastructure
Plan and consider amending the zoning code to remove a provision
prohibiting grandfathered facilities undergoing renovation to change to
different uses. The meeting will begin at 6 p.m. on Wednesday, Jan. 30,
in the Council Chambers at City Hall, 250 Hamilton Ave.

News Digest
Deputy City Manager Rob de Geus to depart
Deputy City Manager Rob de Geus, a City Hall veteran who has
been temporarily leading Palo Alto’s new Department of Transportation, will be stepping down at the end of February to start a new
job as city manager of Westlake Village in Los Angeles County.
De Geus, who joined the city in 2000, had spent most of his tenure
in the Community Services Department where he started out as
recreation coordinator. He was promoted to director of community
services in 2015 and spent two years in the department’s top position
before transitioning to the city manager’s office.
Since then, he has been leading the city’s various community
engagement efforts and assisting with various infrastructure projects, including the renovations of the Palo Alto Municipal Golf
Course and the Palo Alto Junior Museum and Zoo. He has been the
public face of the city’s effort to redesign the city’s four rail crossings and also has been managing the city’s newly formed Office of
Transportation.
City Manager Ed Shikada announced de Geus’ resignation on
Friday. In the announcement, Shikada added that the city has not
yet made a decision about recruitment for the deputy city manager
position.
De Geus’ impending departure is the latest in the series of executive-level openings at City Hall. Q
—Gennady Sheyner

Man’s voice causes home burglars to flee
Two men who forced their way inside a Midtown home last week,
one of whom was armed, quickly fled when they heard a resident
was inside, Palo Alto police said Wednesday.
The Jan. 16 burglary took place around 11:20 p.m., at a home on
Ellsworth Place, just off Middlefield Road and across the street from
Keys School. A man in his 20s who lives at the home heard noises
in the living room. He called out to another resident, a woman in
her 60s who also was there at the time and asked what she was doing, police said.
As he looked for the source of the noise, the man saw that the
door leading to the driveway had been forced open, police said. He
checked his security camera app on his cellphone, which showed
two men broke into the home and then left less than two minutes
later without taking anything.
It’s possible the two men were startled when they heard the man
call out, according to police.
One of the men was described as a Hispanic male with a medium
build and a mustache. He wore a dark-colored jacket and a dark-colored sweatshirt and appeared to be armed with a rifle, police said.
Police didn’t have information on the second man’s race, but said
he had a beard. He wore a light-colored sweatshirt and light-colored
pants. The department has released images of the men captured on
the home’s surveillance system.
Anyone with information about the incident is asked to call the
department’s 24-hour dispatch center at 650-329-2413. Anonymous
tips can be emailed to paloalto@tipnow.org or sent by text message
or voicemail to 650-383-8984. Q
—Palo Alto Weekly staff

More zone changes eyed to encourage housing
After approving a host of zoning changes last month to encourage more housing in the downtown area, the Palo Alto City Council
is preparing to advance on Monday additional code revisions that
will pave the way for denser residential developments on California
Avenue and along El Camino Real.
Among the most significant changes that the council will consider
is the creation of a “Housing Incentive Program” in the California
Avenue area, a program that would largely mirror the one that the
council approved for the downtown area on Dec. 3. The program
will allow participating developers to more than triple the density
of their residential projects.
The program is intended to be an alternative to the State Density
Bonus Law and Senate Bill 35, which creates a streamlining process
for project approvals.
A similar program would be instituted along El Camino Real,
where the density limit for residential projects would be raised from
FAR of 0.5 and 0.6 (depending on the zone) to 1.5.
Another change that the council is expected to adopt is the abolition of the existing limit on unit density. Under the new rule, there
will be no limit on the number of units.
The code revision also will allow developers to build residentialonly projects in both commercial areas, something that current law
does not allow.
The zone changes are also intended to help the City Council get
closer to reaching its goal of producing more than 300 housing units
annually. Q
—Gennady Sheyner
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Brain
(continued from page 5)

male brain weighs about three
pounds and is about 5.5 inches
wide and 6.5 inches long. Vogel
placed the brain on a stainless
steel table fitted with specialized
cutting boards. The killer’s brain
had significant damage near the
back, the result of a self-inflicted,
fatal gunshot, Vogel said.
He gently pressed its surface
looking for soft areas, evidence
of edema, or tissue swelling, and
for tumors that can’t be seen but
might be felt.
He looked for signs of blood
clots and visible deformities and
for evidence of brain shrinkage,
such as large spaces between
the convolutions or lobes. Such
shrinkage could indicate dementia. Some forms cause violent outbursts, paranoia or hallucinations.
Vogel lifted an 18-inch-long
knife, deftly cutting Paddock’s
brain in half-inch-thick slices. He
removed samples in accordance
with procedures written on the
white board behind him: frontal
watershed; hippocampus; occipital; midbrain; pons; medulla;
cerebellum; spinal cord; and in
adults only: posterior cingulate
and precuneus.
He laid the pinkish slices out
in succession, gently feeling and
probing each for abnormalities.
If Paddock were an alcoholic,
the cerebellum would likely have
shown areas of atrophy. The normally smooth vermis, an area of
the cerebellum that affects balance, would have been shriveled.
Vogel did not find any outward

signs of afflictions, he said. Methodically, he took small samples
from each area of the brain and
placed them individually in silverdollar-sized, perforated, plastic
containers.
Over the next three weeks, Vogel would keep returning to these
samples, which he cut into tissuepaper-thin slices and affixed to
glass slides. He dipped the slides
in a series of chemical solutions,
a laborious process, at precise
concentrations and intervals to
prepare them to receive the hematoxylin, a natural dye, and later,
the eosin stain. Called H&E, these
two combined are his “workhorse
stain,” the one that will inform
his future decisions toward other
stains as he teases out clues to
solve the mystery.
The tissues turned color — in
this case, a pinkish hue — revealing patterns only visible under
magnification. Vogel pushed the
slide under a microscope. He was
about to get the first glimpse into
the hidden story of Paddock’s
brain.

T

his is the part of the science of neuropathology
that most excites him. As
a 6-year-old child in west Texas,
he would look into his physician
mother’s microscope, fascinated by the hidden world he saw
through the lens: the microscopic
hairs and cells of leaves and other
bits of nature that he would find
outdoors, he said.
Later, as the chief pediatric
resident at San Francisco General Hospital, he would trade the
stethoscope for the microscope.
Vogel had discovered what he

Online This Week

These and other news stories were posted on Palo Alto Online
throughout the week. For longer versions, go to www.PaloAlto
Online.com/news.

Man tries to rob two near park
Police are searching for a man they believe attempted to rob
two pedestrians, one of whom missed a punch, near Peers Park in
Palo Alto on Wednesday night, police said. (Posted Jan. 24, 2:51 p.m.)

Alleged prowler with knife arrested
A man allegedly caught prowling in a backyard within Palo Alto’s Barron Park neighborhood on Sunday afternoon was quickly
stopped by a police officer who found him with stolen mail, a 4-inch
knife and what appeared to be drugs, police said Wednesday. (Posted
Jan. 23, 3:20 p.m.)

Palo Alto approves new deal for waste collection
China’s recent decision to stop accepting most of the world’s recyclable materials rippled through Palo Alto on Tuesday night, when
city officials approved a new contract that explicitly requires the
city’s trash hauler to track the final destination of local recyclables.
(Posted Jan. 23, 9:55 a.m.)

Burglar livestreams home break-in
An East Palo Alto woman faces felony burglary and robbery
charges after walking into an apparent stranger’s house in Woodside on Sunday afternoon and livestreaming a rant on social media
before stripping to her underwear and walking into the backyard
of the home, San Mateo County Sheriff’s investigators said. (Posted
Jan. 21, 3:30 p.m.)

Rangoon Ruby settles wage theft case
The owners of local Burmese restaurant chain Rangoon Ruby
have agreed to pay a $4 million settlement to cover unpaid wages
for about 300 workers. (Posted Jan. 18, 3:28 p.m.)
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called his “visual side.” He found
he has an excellent eye for discerning the odd shapes of cells,
clusters of cancers, plaques of
Alzheimer’s disease and many
telltale clues that differentiate
diseases and conditions.
“Looking down the microscope, the tissue was a thrilling
thing for me. I think I found a
greater promise for a lifelong career,” he said.
Vogel studied three years of
anatomic pathology in a residency program at Harvard College. At Beth Israel Hospital in
Boston, he honed his interest in
neuropathology.
“I fell under the spell of the
nervous system. There’s just
something about the miracle of
the nervous system,” he said of
its ability to control movement,
behavior, all of the senses. Even
more incredibly, it is the abode of
consciousness.
He returned to the Bay Area for
two years on a neuropathology
fellowship at Stanford University
in the late 1980s. He then went to
work for Texas Children’s Hospital for 10 years, where he became
the director of neuropathology.
When the neuropathology directorship opened at Stanford in
2002, he jumped at the chance. It
was his dream job, he said.
Vogel comes from generations
of doctors on both sides of his
family. His paternal grandfather
was among the Czar’s retinue of
physicians in pre-revolutionary
Russia; his maternal grandfather
and great-grandfather treated
patients in the Appalachia mountains of rural Kentucky, often
traveling by mule in the mountains. Their arsenal included their
knowledge, wits and just three
medications: aspirin, phenobarbital and morphine, he said. His
mother was a pioneer in maternal
and child health, migrant women’s
health and wrote the first funded
WIC grant.
Little could they have imagined
that their descendant would one
day have all manner of diagnostic chemicals, stains and technologies to discern microscopic
anomalies.
Over his career, Vogel has
published hundreds of research
papers on tumors, muscle diseases, hemorrhages in the brain,
congenital disorders, pediatric
cancers and the effects of tumorproducing hormones. His book,
“Nervous System,” is part of the
Cambridge Illustrated Surgical
Pathology series and is considered
the most comprehensive text of
methods utilized by pathologists
to diagnose diseases affecting the
brain, meninges and spinal cord.

T

wo to four brains arrive
each week to the Stanford
Hospital morgue where
Vogel works. Many come from
coroners in Las Vegas and California’s Central Valley. In the
past five years, Vogel’s lab has
received 129 brains from Clark
County alone. The lab currently
receives about 20 to 30 brains per
year, he said.
Other brains come from

patients or families of patients at
Stanford or Lucile Packard Children’s hospitals who have given
permission for either limited or
full autopsies. Some are donations
to science; others reflect a desire
to understand murkier causes of
death.
Most brains are not related to
crimes, but of those that are, the
findings are divided into four
conclusions: natural and accidental deaths, suicide and homicide.
As intriguing as an aberrant death
might be to readers of crime novels, in reality, most causes turnout
to be natural, Vogel said.
Vogel’s first forensic case, in
Texas, was a shaken-baby death.
Over the years, he has seen a number of such homicides, in which
the tiny spinal cords show nerveending tears near the base of the
brain.
Such a discovery is “a very
emotional one for anyone,” he
said.
In pediatric cases, hemorrhaging and injury patterns in the
brain have helped him identify
abuse or blunt-force trauma that
was inflicted. He conveys his
findings in a report to the referring coroner or party. The report
— or even his testimony — might
come before a grand jury or be
admitted at a trial.
At times, he’s been subpoenaed
as an expert witness.
“I have a very strong conviction
that if I can bring my academic
credentials to bear in the criminal justice system, I’m going to do
that. Ideally, you offer an accurate
and objective diagnosis and let
the legal system pursue its objectives,” he said.
Vogel does not only detect
crime; there also has been exoneration. The Las Vegas coroner
wanted to rule out homicide after
learning a deceased, elderly man
had feared someone wanted to kill
him. Vogel discovered that the
man had Lewy body dementia,
which often causes hallucinations
and paranoid ideation — a more
likely occurrence than homicide.
In one particularly poignant
case, an 18-month-old boy was
found dead in a bed the morning
after his parents had left him with
his grandmother so they could enjoy an evening out.
The question surrounding the
baby’s death: Had the grandmother accidentally smothered him after turning over in her sleep?
Vogel’s meticulous sleuthing
uncovered the more probable
cause of death.
“I found a malformation in the
hippocampus,” he said. The baby
had had a seizure caused by the
underlying condition and died because of it.
Though the parents were devasted because they had lost their
child, his finding indicated the
condition would very likely not
develop in future children they
might have.
Pathologists are often seen as
socially impaired, distant types,
Vogel said.
“But I’m very sensitive in all of
these situations. Each brain has a
story behind it,” he said.

D

uring his quest to uncover the story behind
the Las Vegas shootings,
Vogel’s early stained samples of
Paddock’s brain made cell nuclei appear purple, giving Vogel
a better view into any possible
abnormalities.
Vogel found some atherosclerosis, a buildup of fats, cholesterol
and other substances in artery
walls, which can restrict blood
flow. Paddock’s brain wasn’t any
more atherosclerotic than the average 64-year-old American male,
though.
Vogel let that information guide
him to the next set of stains,
which led to others. He teased out
myelin material, which allows for
normal conductivity of electrical
impulses. He looked for evidence
of neurodegeneration such as Alzheimer’s disease.
Paddock showed no evidence
of any neurodegenerative disorder and no toxic nor blood vessel
diseases, Vogel said.
But he did have an abundance of
microscopic bodies called corpora
amylacea, which come from degenerated cells or thickened secretions.
They appear as grayish-purple little
balls, Vogel said, about twice the
size in diameter of a white blood
cell — 24 to 34 micrometers or
0.000936-0.001326 inch.
Scientists aren’t sure why they
form or what their function is.
“There are those who say they
are the wastebaskets of the brain,”
Vogel said.
Paddock had a large number
of corpora amylacea in areas of
the brain where they are typically
found: near the base of the brain
and in the hippocampus, which is
responsible for emotions such as
fear and anger.
“He had an unusual number —
to the extent that I showed it to
another neuropathology expert in
our department. He took one look
at it, shrugged his shoulders and
said, ‘I don’t know. We see this,’”
Vogel recalled.
Even with large numbers of
corpora amylacea, a link to degenerative brain diseases that
cause violent behavior is hard to
substantiate, he added. At the very
least, it would require research
that extended far beyond one individual case.
In the end, all of Vogel’s sophisticated forensic tests, his years of
experience and his intuition could
not shed light on what led Paddock to commit his terrorist act.
Absent any clear underlying
neurological clues, Vogel was left
with one sad conclusion.
“This individual, we’re all sorry
to say, was cruelly calculating,” he
said. Q
Staff Writer Sue Dremann
can be emailed at sdremann@
paweekly.com.
About the cover: Dr.
Hannes Vogel, director of
neuropathology at Stanford
University Medical Center,
sits in front of a microscope
displaying brain-tissue cells
on Jan. 22. Photo by Veronica
Weber.
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Recently remodeled Craftsman just 2
blocks to University Avenue
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Upfront

Survey

CityView
A round-up

(continued from page 5)

of Palo Alto government action this week

Board Policy Review Committee (Jan. 18)
Policies: The Board of Education’s policy review committee discussed and
moved forward to the full board bylaws and policies on attorneys, access to
district records and district records.
Yes: Unanimous

City Council (Jan. 22)

GreenWaste: The council approved a new contract with GreenWaste Palo Alto,
extending the existing agreement from 2021 to 2026. Yes: Cormack, DuBois,
Filseth, Fine, Kniss, Kou No: Tanaka
Rail: The council voted to keep all existing grade-separation options open.
These include a citywide tunnel and three different options limited to south Palo
Alto: a viaduct, a trench and a “hybrid” with a lowered road and raised tracks.
Yes: Cormack, DuBois, Fine, Kou, Tanaka Recused: Filseth, Kniss

Parks and Recreation Commission (Jan. 22)
Stormwater: The commission heard an update on the city’s Green Stormwater
Infrastructure Plan. Action: None
Cubberley: The commission heard an update on and discussed the pending
Cubberley Community Center master plan. Action: None

Board of Education (Jan. 24)

Retreat: The board held a retreat to discuss a draft three-year plan for the
district. Action: None

LET’S DISCUSS: Read the latest local news headlines and talk
about the issues at Town Square at PaloAltoOnline.com

social-emotional experience at
school.
Last year saw the highest parent
participation of the last four years:
2,648 parents took the survey.
Overall, parent perceptions
about communication from the
board, school administrators and
teachers have remained relatively
stable. The percentage of parents
who feel positive about communication with the superintendent
and district administrators, however, dropped from 64 percent in
2015 to 56 percent in 2018. (The
district estimates the margin of
error for the 2018 parent survey
is about 2 percent.) High school
parents had the lowest ratings for
communication from the school
board last year: Only 34 percent
responded positively compared
and 24 percent negatively. Satisfaction with communication from
the school and district was highest
among elementary school parents.
A steadily increasing number
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of parents said they believe homework assignments are useful and
appropriate, up 9 percentage points
from four years ago. Parent perceptions about homework load have remained relatively steady since 2015.
Homework has been a focus of the
district over the last several years as
it has worked to better implement a
six-year-old homework policy.
The survey shows that parent perceptions of non-academic
counseling have become slightly
more favorable since 2015: 60
percent of parents rated it positively in 2018 compared to 52
percent four years ago.
High school parents’ satisfaction with counseling has gone up,
though it’s not as high as the overall parent average: 52 percent gave
a positive rating in 2018, up from
41 percent in 2015. High school
parents’ ratings of their children’s
social and emotional experience
at school has remained relatively
steady over the last four years,
ranging from 48 percent who responded positively in 2015 to 54
percent last year.
The Strategic Plan survey took
on a new importance over the
last two years. Under a resolution
agreement with the U.S. Department of Education’s Office for
Civil Rights, the result of repeatedly violating law and policy in
its handling of sexual misconduct,
the district added related questions to the survey.
The responses to those questions
were not reported in this batch of
main Strategic Plan results, but 55
percent of parents rated positively
the district’s response to complaints of bias and discrimination
last year, compared to 48 percent
in 2017. Among 305 parents of
low-income and minority students, a higher percentage — 61
percent — rate positively the district’s response to complaints of
bias and discrimination. For this
parent group, participation was
up significantly in 2018 over the
three previous years.
Unlike the parents’ survey answers, the students’ survey results
are impossible to evaluate this year
given a significant drop-off in participation. Only 825 high school
students took the emailed survey in
2018 compared to 2,549 the year
prior. In 2018, fewer than 300 Gunn
students filled out the survey and a
little more than 500 from Paly.
Chris Kolar, the district’s director of Research, Assessment
and Evaluation, attributed the decline to poor timing and survey
fatigue. The survey was emailed
to students slightly later in 2018
— in late versus early May, a
month when high schoolers are
consumed by finals, Advanced
Placement (AP) tests and other
surveys as the year comes to a
close. (The district learned this
lesson about scheduling surveys
or exams during this time period
after high rates of students opted
out of the state Smarter Balanced
assessment in 2015 due to its close
proximity to AP and SAT tests.)
Paly’s and Gunn’s student school
board representatives said students
are inundated with surveys, but
there’s little to no communication

on how the data will be used or
why it’s important to the district.
“They’re just given a survey, and
there’s not much outcome on their
end,” Paly senior Caroline Furrier
said at last week’s board meeting.
Kolar said the district wants
to change this and started last
year by meeting with each high
school’s student councils to discuss the results of survey questions related to sexual misconduct.
Board member Melissa Baten
Caswell, who in 2008 persuaded
the management-consulting firm
McKinsey & Company to help the
district reinvigorate its Strategic
Plan and develop a stronger community-input process, including
the survey, said the district hasn’t
“taken seriously” the survey in
recent years.
“How many people on staff
have seen this data before tonight?” she asked Austin on Jan.
15. “I think I know the answer
and I think the answer is: ‘We did
these surveys and we didn’t spend
any time reviewing the data.’”
The survey needs major revisions, she told the Weekly, but still
has value as a “regular measurement tool.”
Kolar said the Strategic Plan
survey has fallen out of favor as
the district has tried to shift to
more targeted surveys, such as
end-of-year course surveys for
high school students to give input
on specific teachers and classes.
(Feedback about this new survey
itself was generally positive, but
a pilot period negotiated with the
teachers’ union has come to an
end and hasn’t been renegotiated,
so it won’t be administered this
year, Kolar said.)
The Strategic Plan survey “had
some big general questions but
they weren’t linked to anything
that in most cases we were specifically doing. It came down to
public opinion, and it didn’t really
give us guidance on how to better
operate our programs and what
was and was not working,” he said.
Austin, who is in his first year
as superintendent, presented at
a Thursday school board retreat
his draft, three-year district plan,
Kolar said incorporates much
more “real-time data collection”
to track and measure progress
throughout the year — moving
“away from the idea of an annual
summative evaluation.”
Austin said Thursday that there
is no “commitment yet to give the
same Strategic Plan survey” this
year, but a renamed “community
survey” is included on a proposed
reporting scheduled tied to his
new plan.
Baten Caswell lauded the
schedule’s intention, regardless
of what form the survey takes, to
present the results to the board
and public as soon as a month after its administration.
Vice President Todd Collins
suggested last week that the district change its thinking about the
Strategic Plan survey “so we can
get the kind of benefit we want, or
either stop doing it.” Q
Staff Writer Elena Kadvany
can be emailed at ekadvany@
paweekly.com.

Upfront

Neighborhoods

A roundup of neighborhood news edited by Sue Dremann

Around
the Block

HAPPY HOUR ... The Barron Park
Association Community Happy Hour
will take place at Celia’s Mexican
Restaurant, 3740 El Camino Real,
Palo Alto, on Feb. 19, 5:30-6:30
p.m. The monthly happy hours are
an opportunity to meet neighbors,
make new friends, discuss topics of
importance to the community and
bring new ideas to board members.
The association’s board meeting
starts at 7:15 p.m. It is open to
residents, but those wishing to attend
should contact the board president at
president@bpapaloalto.org.
NEW NEIGHBORS WELCOMED
... The Ventura Neighborhood
Association Annual Social brought
together old and new neighbors for
a potluck luncheon and to celebrate
community on Dec. 2. The annual
event, now in its second year, is
a way to welcome new residents,
association leader Becky Sanders
said. Pearlin Yang invented the idea
for the welcoming last year, Sanders
said, as a way to further reach out to
new neighbors. Amid spicy cheese
balls, fried chicken and pumpkin pie,
new resident Diletta Pozzi said she
was enjoying making neighborhood
connections. She moved to Ventura
only a month prior and didn’t know
many people. A post-doctoral
researcher at Stanford, she was
looking for a room to rent in a home
and happened upon a location on
Curtner Avenue. The association
holds monthly meetings on topics
of neighborhood interest on the first
Sunday of each month, 1:30-3 p.m.
at Ventura School, 3990 Ventura
Court, Palo Alto. All Venturans are
welcome. Q

Lisa Knox, left, Greenmeadow Community Association social committee chairwoman, and Jeff Kmetec,
association vice president, sit in the great room at the newly built clubhouse.

GREENMEADOW

A new place to gather
Eichler-inspired clubhouse proving to be a big neighborhood draw
by Sue Dremann

I

t’s well past Christmas and
Hannukah, but twinkling
garlands of white lights still
adorned the “great room” earlier
this week at the new Greenmeadow Community Association clubhouse, located at 303 Parkside
Drive.
The lights were supposed to be
temporary, but association members liked them so much, they
asked for them to remain. Soon,
the lights will be replaced or augmented by other colorful decorations: perhaps feather boas, masks
and other colorful additions to
celebrate Mardi Gras.
Association Social Chairwoman Lisa Knox said the February
event is the latest planned for the
venue.
On a recent morning, she graciously offered a steaming cup of
frothy cappuccino in the adjoining kitchenette. The service area
has a dedicated ice maker that can
create ice by the pound and a ginormous double-door freezer for
storing multiple tubs of ice cream,
bags of ice and hors d’oeuvres.
Listening closely and with a
little imagination, one can almost
hear phantoms of laughter, clinking glasses and the camaraderie
that has taken place here nearly
every day since the clubhouse
opened last October. “We’ve had
‘date night’ where parents can
drop their kids off for three hours,
block parties, football preview
parties, quarterly luncheons for
seniors and a Santa party,” Knox
said, among the many festivities.

Besides the upcoming Mardi Gras
party, Knox wants to plan an Oktoberfest party, she said.
The new 2,100-square-foot
great room and kitchen are the
culmination of more than five
years of planning and efforts by
members of this neighborhood in
south Palo Alto. The community
saved, fund-raised and secured a
loan to renovate the aging center
and swimming pool that developer Joseph Eichler built in the
1950s.
Eichler designed the community center — which includes a
park with towering redwoods, a
4,350-square-foot six-lane pool
and a preschool — with the intention of creating a true community
among his tract of 300 homes. But
the people living in those homes
decided they would go one step in
furtherance of that vision for the
21st century.
The $2 million clubhouse (the
cost includes the furnishings),
designed by Kobza Associates,
broke ground in mid-January 2018
and opened about 10 months later.
It complements the surrounding
Eichler-community architecture,
with floor-to-ceiling glass windows that look out on the verdant
park on one side and to the renovated, $800,000 sparkling, aquamarine, heated pool that opened
in April 2018, on the other.
Inside, members often watch
television, read or do work on
their laptops while children take
swimming lessons or splash in the
pool. There are two areas to sit on

comfortable sofas or chairs while
studying or catching up on the
latest neighborhood news. Each
member has a key card to get into
the building.
When it’s party time, the clubhouse offers a full complement
of dinner service for 60 people,
Knox said. And there’s a donated
upright piano in the corner to accompany residents in song.
Association Vice President Jeff
Kmetec pointed to the outside
barbecues on the newly constructed patio. Around the back, there’s
a fire pit and seating for outdoor
fireside chats.
The clubhouse has been a popular gathering spot, he said. The
grand opening attracted 400 people; Halloween brought 250. On
average, about 50 to 60 people attend the events, Knox said.
“If there’s a party for 300, we

Sue Dremann

Got a good neighborhood
story, news, upcoming meeting
or event? Email Sue Dremann,
Neighborhoods editor, at
sdremann@paweekly.com. Or
talk about your neighborhood
news on the discussion forum
Town Square at PaloAltoOnline.
com/square.

Sue Dremann

A GOOD SIGN ... Leadership in
the College Terrace Residents
Association are taking a proactive
stance to expedite permits from the
city for signage at the new Khoury’s
Market. The association’s City
Observer, Margaret Heath, told the
board during a meeting this month
that she was planning to meet with
city planning staff to make sure the
permit approvals were fast-tracked.
Heath and other board members
agreed that the last market to inhabit
the site, the College Terrace Market,
failed in part because it had no
visibility due to a lack of signage.
The market shuttered after just six
months. The next association board
meeting is Feb. 20, 7-8:30 p.m.
at College Terrace Library, 2300
Wellesley St., Palo Alto.

just open the doors,” Kmetec added, where people can spill out into
the park or onto the deck.
At this point, the clubhouse is
only available to Greenmeadow
members. But over time it could
be rented to outsiders, he said.
“It’s a social experiment. It’s
starting to build as sense of community,” Knox added.
So far, people have been good
about maintaining that neighborly
spirit by cleaning up after themselves. Knox serves as the “de facto” maintenance person, emptying
the dishwasher, for example.
The clubhouse offers ADAaccessible showers and disabilitycompliant bathrooms that can
double to accommodate parents
who need to accompany a child
of the opposite sex, Kmetec said.
Kmetec, who largely oversaw
the clubhouse construction, said
the city required a fire-sprinkler
system that had to have its own
water system. That was the most
challenging part of the development, since the association had
to run an entirely new line to the
street for a water hookup.
Looking forward, the clubhouse
could soon be used for more than
parties and as a place for relaxation, Kmetec said.
“Greenmeadow has always
had an emergency-prep committee. We’re thinking the clubhouse
should be equipped as the focal
point for a disaster.”
To that end, he’s thinking about
adding a filter that could turn the
pool’s 175,000 gallons of water
into a potable drinking source.
They might add a generator so the
clubhouse could be turned into a
disaster center if needed, he said.
There is one thing people wanted when plans were still on the
drawing board: a weight room.
Kmetec said that wasn’t affordable. Still, there’s a secure, roomy
storage area that can serve as a
wine room, he said. It’s a compromise the Greenmeadow community could happily live with, he
said. Q
Staff Writer Sue Dremann
can be emailed at sdremann@
paweekly.com.

The new Greenmeadow Community Association clubhouse has
Eichler-style floor-to-ceiling windows that afford a view of the
newly renovated pool.
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Wireless
(continued from page 7)

prior applications, some residents
protested his approval of this option without more public outreach.
“The people of Palo Alto need
to be able to see what will be put
next to their homes and provide
feedback along with the ARB on
the design before anything gets
approved,” resident Kelly Germa
wrote to the council.
“If Planning Director Lait
would reject every decision made
by ARB that does not please
the big telecom companies, why
should we have the ARB in place
to examine carefully the applications from the big telecom companies?” wrote Herc Kwan, a Louis
Road resident.
Lait said the shrouded antenna
in Crown Castle’s equipment
would increase the height of the
pole by between 18 and 24 inches.
A mock-up, he said, was not necessary in this case. All one needs
is “a little imagination” to see the
design, as initially submitted, but
a few feet higher.
While the residents argued that
Lait was too lenient in his approvals, Crown Castle is insisting that
he was too harsh in his denials. Two
days after Fleming filed her appeal,
the company filed its own, protesting the city’s rejection of proposed
nodes near 375 Forest Ave. and 905
Waverley St. That decision, Crown
Castle argued in its appeal, is based
on insufficient evidence.
“The city presented no analysis
of individual nodes and identified
no alternatives to the proposed
node sites, leaving Crown Castle
with no recourse aside from an appeal to the City Council,” Sharon
James, Crown Castle’s manager
for government relations, wrote.
“Moreover, the conditions placed
upon the five approved nodes materially limits the effectiveness of

the individual nodes and the wireless network as a whole, foreclosing Crown Castle from closing the
significant gap in service.”
The two appeals mean that
the issue will now go to the City
Council, which is facing the issue
of wireless equipment with increasing frequency. In May 2018,
the council voted 6-3 to reject a
prior appeal by Fleming and her
group, which opposed Verizon’s
proposal to install wireless equipment at 11 poles.
Residents will have plenty
more opportunities to appeal
such projects. Lait on Wednesday issued a letter approving the
proposal by Vinculums to install
seven cell nodes, one at Stanford
Shopping Center and six in the
Barron Park neighborhood. Because two of Vinculums’ nodes
(near 785 Barron Ave. and 4206
Suzanne Drive) are in locations
that don’t have trees to screen
them, Lait has required that Vinculums construct custom shrouds
mounted on top of the wood utility pole for the proposed equipment in these locations.
Meanwhile, Crown Castle’s
Cluster 3 application is under review, with a decision expected in
the coming weeks.
The council is also preparing to
consider changes in the city’s zoning law that would make local rules
consistent with newly adopted federal regulations. These regulations
create a faster approval process for
certain types of wireless equipment
(a 60-day limit on deliberation for
wireless equipment that would be
mounted on an existing pole and
a 90-day limit for equipment that
uses a new structure).
The City Council is tentatively
scheduled to hear both appeals of
the Crown Castle application on
Feb. 4. Q
Staff Writer Gennady Sheyner
can be emailed at gsheyner@
paweekly.com.
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Rail
(continued from page 5)

years to complete.
The council also reaffirmed its
earlier decision not to pursue grade
separation at the Churchill Avenue
crossing, a project that would require three dozen properties to be
acquired. The only option on the
table for Churchill is the closure of
the crossing to traffic in combination with making unspecified traffic improvements elsewhere.
And for the two southernmost
crossings, the city will continue to
study four options: a train viaduct,
a trench south of Oregon Expressway, a rail tunnel and a “hybrid”
design that lowers the road and
raises the train tracks.
The council also decided on
Tuesday to continue to analyze the
idea of a citywide tunnel, which
remains popular but which staff
had recommended eliminating
because of its high costs and significant engineering challenges.
According to staff, the citywide tunnel option has the biggest
downsides, including property seizures in north Palo Alto to accommodate construction and the high
costs of both digging a tunnel and
relocating existing Caltrain stations underground. Deputy City
Manager Rob de Geus said that
as staff had evaluated this option
further, it has identified “several
significant constraints.”
“The cost, for instance, is really
significant: not millions but billions of dollars,” de Geus said.
But the council was reluctant to
remove any designs from consideration. Vice Mayor Adrian Fine said
that while there are several options
he would like to see eliminated
eventually, now is not the time to
do so. Fine also said he believes
the city needs to do “a little more
exploration” of the citywide tunnel
before officially eliminating it.

Councilman Tom DuBois
agreed and seconded Fine’s motion to keep all six options in play,
even as he acknowledged that
none of them is ideal.
“It does feel like we’ve been in
this process of forcing reductions
in options without having options
that we like,” DuBois said.
Councilwoman Lydia Kou
proved similarly reluctant to remove the citywide tunnel. After
watching a video simulation of
what a tunnel construction would
look like, she pushed back against
the assumptions made by city consultant Aecom about the proposed
tunnel’s construction and impacts.

‘At the end of the day,
I do believe we won’t
have a scenario in
which folks say,
‘That’s the one we
really like.’’
– Ed Shikada, city manager,
City of Palo Alto
“I’d have hoped to see there
would be more creative and innovative ideas, not just one method
of doing shoofly (tracks) and tunnel but different scenarios that can
come to council for us to look at,”
Kou said.
Several residents also spoke out
in favor of the tunnel, as they have
in past city meetings on the rail redesign. Steven Rosenblum told the
council that ditching the citywide
tunnel would be premature, given
that the city has scheduled a March
meeting to discuss this option.
“This is a broken process, and I
think we’re being railroaded. ... I
don’t think this is the proper way
to treat the most popular option at
any of the meetings I’ve attended,” Rosenblum said.
Often referred to as the “largest
infrastructure project in the city’s
history,” the redesign has been the
subject of countless public hearings, numerous community meetings and extensive discussions
by a specially appointed citizen
committee. It’s being driven by an
expected increase in train traffic
as a result of Caltrain’s pending
electrification of its system, which
would boost the daily number of
trains from the current 92 to 114
in 2022 and to 128 by 2029, not
including high-speed-rail train.
“The impact of traffic congestion alone would be very significant if we do not address the rail
crossings,” de Geus said.
While keeping their options
open, council members also recognized that while each design
has its benefits, none are ideal.
The idea of closing Churchill is
facing resistance from Professorville neighborhood residents who
believe the move will drive more
traffic to Embarcadero and surrounding Professorville streets.
The viaduct option has a few
supporters and many opponents,
including the roughly 300 residents in south Palo Alto who
signed a petition stating opposition to all raised options.
The trench option, while more

popular, is also more expensive
than the viaduct (its cost is estimated in the $600 million to $800
million range, compared to $400
million to $450 million for the
viaduct) and would take longer
to construct. The trench would
also obstruct Adobe and Barron
creeks, requiring the city to build
a culvert with a pump/lift station
at both the Meadow and Charleston crossings. While these impacts
could be lesser under the “hybrid”
design, that alternative also comes
with numerous complications, including the need to relocate utilities and pump stations, according
to an analysis by Aecom.
Several residents from the Old
Palo Alto and Southgate neighborhoods on Tuesday urged the
council to move ahead with its
plan to close Churchill and to pursue traffic improvements on Embarcadero and other nearby roads
that would absorb the traffic from
the closure. David Shen, an Old
Palo Alto resident who serves on
the Community Advisory Panel
for grade separation, noted that
even if the city were to decide
today on its grade-separation alternatives, it will take about seven
years to get them in place.
“Every day we delay increases
our traffic hell beyond the seven
years,” Shen said.
But Rachel Kellerman, a resident of Professorville, argued
that the city should not make
any decisions on Churchill until it conducts a traffic study for
Palo Alto Avenue and the broader
downtown area. Because improvements in one area would
necessarily influence traffic circulation in another, the downtown
plan that considers Palo Alto Avenue should be put together in
conjunction with improvements
to Churchill, she argued.
“If the ultimate decision about
Palo Alto Avenue and Churchill
are segregated into two processes
that don’t relate, the value of coordinated approach would be lost,”
Kellerman said.
In making his motion Tuesday,
Fine did include the elimination of
one idea from future grade-separation discussions: a tunnel for bicyclists and pedestrians near Loma
Verde Avenue. (That project could
still be explored, however, through
a different planning process that
the city is now putting together for
the north Ventura neighborhood.)
At the end of Tuesday’s discussion, City Manager Ed Shikada
acknowledged even if the city
continues to make progress on rail
redesign, there may not be a set
of options that satisfies everyone.
“At the end of the day, I do believe we won’t have a scenario in
which folks say, ‘That’s the one
we really like,’” Shikada said. “It
may be, ‘We like it better than the
alternative,’ which can help us
narrow the field.” Q
A video showing the theoretical
construction of a citywide tunnel,
created by the city consultant Aecom, can be viewed at https://
vimeo.com/312275948.
Staff Writer Gennady Sheyner
can be emailed at gsheyner@
paweekly.com.
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We’re Hiring
Full-Time News Reporter
Canopy’s Community Forestry School
Make a visible diﬀerence in your community.
Learn about community trees and urban forestry in this free introductory workshop.

COMMUNITY FORESTRY 101
Register at

canopy.org

Saturday, February 2, 2019
10:00am - 2:00pm
natalie@canopy.org | 650-964-6110 x 6

The Almanac, an award-winning community newspaper and
online news source that covers the towns of Menlo Park,
Atherton, Portola Valley and Woodside, is looking for an
enterprising full-time news reporter with a passion for local
journalism.
The ideal candidate will have experience covering local
government and community news, and the skills to dig up and
write engaging news and feature stories for print and online.
Our reporters produce monthly cover stories that highlight
issues and people in our community.
We’re seeking someone who is motivated, eager to learn, able
to quickly turn out ﬁnished copy, and who lives in or near the
Almanac coverage area. Social media skills are a plus.
This is a fully beneﬁted position with paid vacations, health
and dental beneﬁts, proﬁt sharing and a 401(k) plan.
To apply, send a cover letter, resume, and three samples
of your journalism work to Editor Renee Batti at editor@
AlmanacNews.com.

®

Join our team!
The DeLeon Difference®
650.543.8500
www.deleonrealty.com
650.543.8500 | www.deleonrealty.com | DeLeon Realty CalBRE #01903224

We’re looking for talented,
highly-motivated and dynamic people
Embarcadero Media is an independent multimedia news organization
with over 35 years of providing award-winning local news,
community information and entertainment to the Midpeninsula.
We are always looking for talented and creative people interested
in joining our efforts to produce outstanding journalism and results
for our advertisers through print and online.
We currently have the following positions open
for talented and outgoing individuals:

Concerned about your aging
loved one during the day?
,UYVSS[OLTPUV\YHK\S[KH`OLHS[OJHYL
WYVNYHTHUKYLJLP]L[OLfirst week FREE!
;YHUZWVY[H[PVU
.YV\W,_LYJPZL
7O`ZPJHS[OLYHW`
(5\[YP[PV\ZS\UJO
:VJHSPaPUNHUKTVYL

For details and to schedule a tour, call (650) 289-5499.

• Advertising Sales/Production Admin Assist the sales and design
teams in the production of online and print advertising. Tech savvy,
excellent communication and keen attention to detail a must.
• Graphic Designer Creation/production of print and online ads,
including editorial layout, in a fast-paced environment. Publishing
experience and video editing a plus.
• Digital Sales Account Representative Prospect and sell local
businesses in our markets who have needs to brand and promote
their businesses or events using our full-suite of digital solutions.
Responsibilities include excellent sales and closing skills on the
phone, preparing proposals, maintaining a weekly sales pipeline
and ability to hit deadlines and work well under pressure. Sales
experience is a plus, but we will consider well-qualiﬁed candidates
with a passion to succeed.
• News Reporter Full-time news reporter with a passion for local
journalism needed to cover the towns of Menlo Park, Atherton,
Portola Valley and Woodside. The ideal candidate will have
experience covering education, local government and community
news, as well as writing engaging feature stories. Social media skills
are a plus.
For more information visit:
http://embarcaderomediagroup.com/employment

>LHJJLW[3VUN;LYT*HYL0UZ\YHUJL=(4LKP*HS
HUKVɈLYHZSPKPUNZJHSLMVYWYP]H[LWH`

Pulse
A weekly compendium
of vital statistics

POLICE CALLS
Palo Alto

Jan. 16-Jan. 23
Violence related
Battery . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
Child abuse. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
Dependent adult neglect . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Domestic violence . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
Rape . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Robbery . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Sexual assault. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Sex crime . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
Theft related
Commercial burglaries . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Financial abuse, dependent adult. . . . . 1
Grand theft . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5
Identity theft . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4
Internet hacking . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Petty theft . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5
Residential burglaries . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
Shoplifting. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7
Vehicle related
Auto recovery . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Bicycle theft . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
Driving w/ suspended license. . . . . . . 10
Hit and run . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Misc. traffic . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
Theft from auto . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 34
Theft from auto, attempt. . . . . . . . . . . . 2
Vehicle accident/minor injury . . . . . . . . 6
Vehicle accident/prop damage. . . . . . . 6
Vehicle impound . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Vehicle, stored . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6
Vehicle tow . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Alcohol or drug related
Driving under influence . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
Drinking in public . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7
Drunk in public . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
Possession of drugs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
Possession of paraphernalia . . . . . . . . 4
Under influence of drugs . . . . . . . . . . . 3
Miscellaneous
Animal call . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Criminal threats. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
Disposal request. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Disturbing the peace . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
Found property. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
Located missing person . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Lost property . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Misc. penal code violation . . . . . . . . . . 5
Missing person . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Outside investigation . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
Psychiatric evaluation . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
Resisting arrest. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
Soliciting without permit . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Suspicious circumstances . . . . . . . . . . 7
Trespassing . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
Unattended death. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
Vandalism . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
Warrant arrest. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
Warrant other agency . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3

VIOLENT CRIMES
Palo Alto

Channing Avenue, 2/15/2018, noon; sex
crime.
Webster Street, 7/22/2018, 10:15 p.m.;
dependent-adult abuse.
Edgewood Drive,10/11/2018, 9:15 a.m.;
child abuse.
Moffett Circle,10/23/2018, 5:20 p.m.;
child abuse.
San Antonio Road, 1/11, 2:38 a.m.;
domestic violence/battery.
900 Quarry Ext., 1/12, 5 p.m.; battery.
Ventura Avenue, 1/15, 8 a.m.; child
abuse.
Everett Avenue, 1/7, 4:18 a.m.; rape.
95 University Ave., 1/14, 7 p.m.;
robbery.
Arastradero Road, 1/8, 11:54 p.m.; sex
assault.
Kenneth Drive, 1/15, noon; sex crime,
suspicious circumstance.
403 University Ave., 1/18, 3 p.m.;
battery, simple.

Menlo Park

Visit us at www.avenidas.org/care
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Middlefield Road, 1/17, 2:43 p.m.; child
abuse.
500 block El Camino Real, 1/17, 3:38
p.m.; robbery.
700 block El Camino Real, 1/22, 8:12
a.m.; robbery.

Transitions
Births, marriages and deaths

Educational pioneer dies at 91
Gertrude Dyer Wilks aimed to give black students equal opportunity in the classroom

G

to continue to push for education
throughout her life.”
After moving to California to
escape the violence and discrimination her family had experienced
in the rural south, Wilks eventually
found herself in the national spotlight when her own three children
began experiencing educational
injustices at Ravenswood High
School in East Palo Alto, which
was the only school in the Sequoia
Union High School District to have
virtually an all-black student body.
“The mindset was that kids in
East Palo Alto couldn’t learn,”
LaPria said. They told her grandmother, “They can’t be taught,
there’s no reason to put money
into the same level of books because they are not going to learn
anyway.”
Wilks, along with a handful
of parents, founded Mothers for
Equal Education, a group that
pushed to open many educational
doors for East Palo Alto youth. The
group rallied for the desegregation
of schools in the district. When
that didn’t work, they organized
a “sneak out” program with white
friends from neighboring Palo
Alto to place local black children
in their homes five days a week, so
they could attend better-resourced
schools.
The black students, however,
didn’t feel like they belonged in
the mostly white schools, so the
group, with Wilks as the lead,
decided to launch its own school
in 1966 to give black students in
the community equal educational
opportunities.
In her memoir, “Gathering
Together: Born to be a Leader,”
Wilks wrote: “We decided that
if our kids were going to be educated, we had to do the educating
ourselves. Many of us were afraid
of it because we’d always believed
that we knew nothing, but we
knew that we had to take on this
responsibility.”
The Nairobi School initially
opened as a supplementary program providing tutoring to local
black public school students. The
program quickly evolved into the
Nairobi Day and High School offering students in grades K-12
math, reading and other basic
classes, as well as lessons geared
toward black history, music, art
and culture taught by black doctors, engineers and lawyers from
within the community who were
unable to find work elsewhere due
to discrimination.
In the school, which became the
Gertrude Wilks Academy before
its closure in the 1980s, Wilks tried
to instill in young kids that they
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DESCRIPTION OF THE WORK: The PALO ALTO UNIFIED SCHOOL
DISTRICT is prequalifying General Contractors as required by
AB 1565 to bid on upcoming projects. Projects will be going out
to bid after March 4, 2019. These construction projects include
improvements to all district facilities and will range in size from $1
million to $20 million.
5V[L!*VU[YHJ[VYZ^OV^LYLWYLX\HSPÄLKMVY7(<:+WYVQLJ[ZMVY
2017/2018 will only be required to submit a letter of interest and an
updated Questionnaire to note any changes to Parts 1 through 3
from the previous submission. A list of those previously approved
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by Linda Taaffe
ertrude Dyer Wilks believed that with enough
will and determination,
she could change the world. And
for most of her life, she tried to do
just that.
The longtime East Palo Alto
resident became a prominent and
powerful figure in the community,
leading the charge for political,
educational and social change for
more than six decades.
She launched the area’s first
private African-American school
system in the 1960s, served on the
first City Council after East Palo
Alto’s incorporation in 1983 and
used the power of prayer to push
drug dealers off the streets in the
early 1990s when the city experienced a spike in crime.
On Sunday, Jan. 20, the city lost
this long-serving matriarch. Wilks
died in her East Palo Alto home on
Saratoga Avenue, where she had
lived since moving to the city with
her husband, Otis, in 1956. She was
91 years old.
Her granddaughter LaPria
Wilks described Wilks as a master
at organizing willing hands and
minds to make the community a
better place.
“She spoke with such passion
and influence, nobody would tell
her no,” she said. “And anything
she was talking about, you wanted
to listen to and you wanted to do
because you knew it was important, and you knew you would be
making history doing it.”
Born on a plantation to Louisiana sharecroppers in 1927, Wilks
learned quickly about hard work
and “making a way out of no way.”
She was determined to attend
school even though education for
African-Americans wasn’t a priority at the time, LaPria said.
Her brothers would cover for her
in the fields, doing her work, so she
could attend elementary school.
She became the first in her family
to learn how to read and write.
Obtaining an eighth-grade
education was pivotal in her life,
LaPria said, recalling a story about
how a plantation owner nearly
shorted Wilks’ family out of their
pay after his daughter miscalculated the number of crops they had
harvested for the season. Because
Wilks was educated and could
read, she knew what the count
should be, but her dad did not.
“She spoke up and said, ‘No, this
is wrong.’ Now mind you, this is
the deep south back in the 1930s
or ‘40s,” LaPria said. “I think that
moment sealed for her what education could do because that was
her family’s livelihood. It really
sparked the fire and passion in her
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Courtesy of Palo Alto Historical Association.

Gertrude Wilks, shown here
in 1977, pushed to open many
educational doors for East Palo
Alto youth.
could and that they would succeed.
Wilks’ influence didn’t end
with education. She publicly broke
ranks with other community leaders in the early 1980s over the
question of whether East Palo Alto
should incorporate as an independent city.
Even with her well-known opposition, Wilks was the top votegetter in elections for the brand
new East Palo Alto City Council.
Wilks took another bold stand
when she and a group of citizens
decided to help drive drugs out of
their city. That led to the birth of
the “Prayer Warriors.”
“In the ‘90s, we started praying
on the streets at noon because we
were having a lot of problems and
it was our young people mostly
who were being killed,” she told
the Weekly in 2002.
Looking forward, LaPria, who
lived with her grandmother since
she was 11 and became the first in
her family to graduate from college and now serves as president
of Mothers for Equal Education,
said her grandmother’s legacy will
live on.
“Her work doesn’t stop, it doesn’t
end,” she said. “We’re making sure
we carry forward that spirit and essence, but it’s like ‘Wow, how do
you step into those shoes?’” Q

Memorial Celebrations
A home-going celebration will
be held at 11 a.m. on Wednesday,
Jan. 30, at Abundant Life Christian Ministries, 2440 Leghorn St.,
Mountain View. (Visitation will be
the previous day on Tuesday, Jan.
29, 6-9 p.m., at Faith Missionary
Baptist Church, 835 Runnymede
St., East Palo Alto.)
The Mothers for Equal Education will host a memorial celebration on what would have been
Wilks’ 92nd birthday on March
9. For more information, email
Lapria.wilks@gmail.com.
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Nancy Marion Lower Lobdell
December 16, 1929 – August 19, 2018
Nancy Marion Lower Lobdell, a
Long Beach native who was active in a
variety of community organizations in
her hometown before spending her later
retirement years in Palo Alto, passed
away at the Vi in Palo Alto on August 19,
2018. She was 88.
Born on December 16, 1929, Nancy
attended Los Cerritos Elementary
School, Washington Junior High School,
and Long Beach Poly High School. At
USC, she was a member of Kappa Alpha
Theta sorority and graduated with a
teaching degree.
Nancy taught the fourth grade in the El Segundo Unified School
District and lived in Hermosa Beach, where she met her future
husband, Robert Charles Lobdell. The couple married in 1952 at the
First Congregational Church in Long Beach and remained together
until Robert passed away in 2008.
In 1957, the Lobdells moved with their two young children, Terri
and John, to Ohio. The couple had two more sons, Bill and Jim,
there before resettling in Long Beach in 1965.
After more than a decade as a stay-at-home mom, Nancy began
her second career in the 1970s as a public relations specialist for
California State University, Long Beach and was eventually
promoted director of community relations, working for the Office
of the President. She retired in 1986.
Nancy played an active role in Long Beach philanthropy, with the
Junior League of Long Beach (she served as its president), St. Luke’s
Episcopal Church, the Long Beach Museum of Art and Fine Arts
Affiliates (which supported the arts at California State University,
Long Beach) among her favorite nonprofits.
In her retirement years, Nancy and her husband led annual art
tours to Florence and the Tuscan countryside and became doting
grandparents to their 12 grandchildren. In 2004, the couple moved
to the Palo Alto area, where two of their children live.
With Robert’s passing, Nancy lived out her years at The Vi in Palo
Alto, where she was an active member of the community. She also
was a Sunday fixture at St. Mark’s Episcopal Church in Palo Alto.
Nancy was survived by her brother, Bill; four children, Terri,
John, Bill and Jim; son-in-law Bill Johnson; daughters-in-law Leslie
MacDonald and Colleen Anderson; twelve grandchildren; and one
great-grandson.
Donations can be made to Nancy’s favorite charity, the Episcopal
Relief & Development Fund, a national nonprofit that provides
relief in times of disaster and promotes sustainable development by
identifying and addressing the root causes of suffering.
PAID
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Editorial

The rail puzzle
In a race against time, solving the gradeseparation problem remains elusive

I

n Palo Alto, we’re forever in search of perfect solutions to
our problems and challenges — ones that satisfy everyone,
or at least don’t sharply divide and anger residents.
We try to achieve this on particularly complicated and controversial issues by investing tremendous time and energy on
the process, believing that if we talk long enough and explore
every possible alternative, we’ll wind up with some degree of
consensus about a logical decision.
Sometimes this gets us to a good result. An example is the
Downtown Residential Parking Program and its less ambitious
offshoots. Exhaustive debate, many false starts and some tweaking after implementation actually managed to get us to a good
place.
But the challenges facing the community as we prepare for
much more frequent Caltrain service through the middle of the
city is of an entirely different magnitude and one that, regardless of the selected “solution,” will result in the most significant
physical changes and disruption to our city since the construction of Oregon Expressway in the 1960s. And there is no ability
to make adjustments once a grade separation solution is implemented. We need to get it right at the outset.
That’s a heavy burden to fall on our newly reduced sevenmember City Council, especially with two, Mayor Eric Filseth
and Councilwoman Liz Kniss, recusing themselves from the issue because they own property near the tracks. As a result, just
five members will be making what may be the most important
civic decision in the history of Palo Alto.
So it’s no wonder that the five remaining council members are
struggling to narrow the options for what to do with the existing
four at-grade road crossings at Palo Alto Avenue, Churchill Avenue, Meadow Drive and Charleston Road. They are proceeding
with appropriate caution but must soon act.
Doing nothing is not a viable option, as increased train service, especially during peak commute hours, will create gridlock on these streets, adjacent neighborhoods and on Alma
Street and other arterials.
The city staff recommends that the most extreme and expensive option — placing the tracks in a tunnel the length of the city
— be eliminated, but the City Council Tuesday night could not
bring itself to do so given the appeal and popularity of running
the railroad out of sight and eliminating all conflicts between
the train and cars, pedestrians and bicycles. It voted to keep the
tunnel option for a bit longer so that it could get one more airing
at a March community meeting, but no one seriously expects
this billion-dollar alternative to survive the next discussion.
The remaining alternatives are elevating the tracks (the “viaduct” option), lowering the tracks south of Oregon in a trench,
and a hybrid that lowers the road and elevates the tracks. These
options would allow cars to go under or over the tracks at Meadow and Charleston. The City Council has already decided that
the Churchill crossing will be closed to cars, with some form
of passageway under the tracks for pedestrians and bicyclists,
probably similar to the Homer Avenue tunnel.
The council agreed to create a separate planning effort for
the northernmost crossing at Palo Alto Avenue, simpler in some
ways because there are no traffic signals complicating the design. Closing that crossing entirely is still on the table, but isn’t
a good solution in our judgment.
Palo Alto City Council members are doing their best to navigate through this consequential decision-making process and
trying to explain to the community that there is no perfect or
obvious “best” alternative. Each one has benefits and drawbacks
that can be persuasively argued.
Predictably, residents living near the tracks are raising specific concerns, ranging from diverted traffic onto Embarcadero
as a result of the Churchill closure to noise and visual impact
of the viaduct option and construction challenges of a trench.
An excellent visual depiction and background presentation on
the options and trade-offs can be found at https:bit.ly/2HDctsK,
and more information is posted at a city web site, https://pagradesep.com.
For reasons we’ll explain in a future editorial, we believe the
“viaduct” option, in which the tracks south of the California
Avenue train station are elevated and supported by concrete
columns (not a continuous berm) is likely the best solution for
the community. But each option has its benefits and problems,
and time is running out for residents to have their voices heard
and for the City Council to prepare itself to choose a solution
that won’t make everyone happy. Q
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Spectrum
Editorials, letters and opinions

Guest Opinion
Ensuring Stanford does its fair share
by Alexa Russo

T

he year 2019 will determine the outcome of
a crucial issue in Santa
Clara County — Stanford
University’s development
through 2035. Stanford is
reaching the end of a lengthy
application process for a
general-use permit (GUP)
that will allow a specific
amount and type of growth
over this 16-year period. As
we enter into the last six months of negotiation, it is
worth taking stock of where we are in these negotiations and what is at stake, particularly in light of the
near-finalization of the recent Environmental Impact
Report (EIR).
On Dec. 12, Santa Clara County released the muchanticipated Final EIR, a detailed assessment of the environmental impacts of Stanford’s future development,
which largely centered on increased traffic congestion.
Importantly, due to the public’s concerns regarding
housing impacts, two impact assessments were added:
Alternatives A and B, which include housing provisions for Stanford’s full increase in demand and for
50 percent of the increase, respectively. According to
the EIR, under these alternatives the traffic congestion
would worsen and air pollutant levels would significantly increase.
If Stanford wishes to further its development, the
university must be held accountable and contribute its
fair share to mitigate all its developmental impact. The
question should not be a question of whether Stanford
is responsible for one or the other, but how can we
make Stanford responsible for the effects of its growth.
Therefore, I believe dismissing Alternatives A and B
outright due to the impacts stated in the EIR would be
a mistake, as we need to find solutions that effectively
consider both socio-economic and environmental
effects.
While the EIR is an important document whose creation is mandated under the California Environmental
Quality Act (CEQA), it is crucial to note its limitations. First, this document is specific to physical environmental impacts. There is no regulatory obligation
under CEQA to assess socio-economic concerns. We
need to understand these impacts in the totality of the
many issues that Stanford’s anticipated development
creates. Addressing traffic concerns while contributing to a severe housing shortage and forcing workers
to commute as much as six hours a day would not take
into full consideration the harmful impacts of Stanford’s development.
There are many assumptions hidden in the details
of the report that a) ignore regional emission effects,
b) are calculated using unlikely traffic patterns and c)
presume minimalist mitigation efforts to Stanford’s
development. A significant oversight revolves around
the assumption of vehicle miles travelled (VMT). First,
it must be noted that VMT calculations are local statistics, which may make them relevant for local air
quality but not for regional emissions. The increase
in VMT from the baseline project (as proposed by
Stanford) to either housing alternative does not take
into consideration the decrease in regional VMT that
would necessarily come with moving Stanford affiliates to campus. As the Stanford campus is in a job-rich
area, not only would VMT from the Stanford affiliates

decrease, but likely from the spouses as well. If not
provided campus housing, these families, many which
are low-income, could live an upwards of three hours
away, thereby increasing regional emissions.
In addition, the very analyses that underlie the
County’s estimates of increased VMT, which would
then lead to air-quality issues, have some serious flaws.
Specifically, the VMT analysis assumes that undergraduate students make 1.46 off-campus vehicular
trips per day, a seemingly high number considering
students, particularly undergraduates, spend the majority of their time on campus. Compared to other universities where students regularly commute off-campus,
Stanford is almost entirely self-contained, with accessible markets, dining halls and other facilities. While
this does not affect comparisons between Stanford’s
baseline and the proposed alternatives, the total commutes and VMT in all scenarios are likely exaggerated, meaning that levels of emissions currently deemed
“significant” under Bay Area Air Quality Management District (BAAMQD) thresholds may actually not
be significant at all.
Clearly, across all these issues, the data sourcing is
vague — what is required is clarity about missing data
and plans for filling in the gaps, particularly with respect to accurate student and spousal data as well as
disaggregated across income.
Additionally, many “conservative assumptions” in
the alternative scenarios assume a lack of commitment, by Stanford or otherwise, to traffic mitigation
goals. Perhaps, instead of assuming failure, next steps
could be to come up with practical solutions to support traffic management. One example is to extend
transportation benefits to all workers, since, currently,
contracted workers are ineligible for these benefits unless they receive sponsorship. Additionally, Stanford’s
required commitment to “no-net-new-commutes,”
which currently only covers one hour in the morning
and evening each, could be extended a more realistic
rush-hour time window (at least two hours). Traffic
concerns can be mitigated by Stanford if they are required to invest in better local roads and infrastructure.
Another strategy could be to collaborate across jurisdictions. Many traffic impacts under the alternatives
are labelled “significant and unavoidable,” as effective mitigations require actions by jurisdictions outside
of Santa Clara County. While this may indeed be a
hurdle, it is far from insurmountable if made a priority.
I am a graduate student at Stanford, who, while very
grateful for the opportunities the university provides,
is also deeply concerned about Stanford’s impact on
the surrounding communities. Luckily, Santa Clara
County has several mechanisms to ensure that Stanford is a good neighbor. Two important documents will
be negotiated in the upcoming months — the Development Agreement and the Conditions of Approval for
Stanford’s general-use permit — which will be crucial places for legally binding commitments to impact
mitigations, as well as ones unaddressed in the EIR,
such as the impact on local schools. Issues of traffic
and housing will be pivotal in these negotiations. Let’s
use this as an opportunity to accurately represent and
effectively address all impacts of Stanford development, whether analyzed in the EIR or otherwise, to
demand Stanford’s accountability. Q
Alexa Russo is a doctoral candidate at Stanford
University and can be reached at alexaarusso@
gmail.com

Check out Town Square!
Hundreds of local topics are being discussed by local residents
on Town Square, a reader forum sponsored by the Weekly at
PaloAltoOnline.com/square. Post your own comments, ask
questions or just stay up on what people are talking about
around town!

Guest Opinion

Palo Alto needs to step up its Green New Deal
by David Coale

I

t has been exciting to hear about
the Green New
Deal (GND) being
talked about across
the nation. Here at
home, Palo Alto has
committed to an
80-percent reduction of greenhouse
gas (GHG) emissions by 2030 —
the 80-by-30 goal. This goal was adopted in
2016, so you could say Palo Alto has laid the
groundwork for its GND already; but even
though city staff has been working on this,
the overall plan is not widely known. With
California’s recent Climate Action Summit
in San Francisco last September, a United
Nations report, and even the climate report
from the White House, all saying that climate change is worsening at a faster pace
than we thought, I think the City of Palo
Alto needs to step up its efforts to enable
our community to seriously address climate
change.
The first step is to avoid continued investment in fossil fuel infrastructure and
appliances that will likely become obsolete
before the end of their useful life. The main
opportunities to save here relate to transportation and natural gas usage in buildings.
They ,are the largest contributors to Palo
Alto’s GHG emissions, and we have efficient
and cost-effective alternatives. Let’s look at
our transportation:
Currently, Palo Alto is planning to build
a parking garage downtown at a cost of $29

This week on
Town Square
PaloAltoOnline.com/square
In response to “City struggles
to decide on rail redesign”
Posted Jan. 23 at 8:55 a.m. by Neilson Buchanan, a resident of Downtown
North
Hmm... no surprise in this latest
chapter in the Palo Alto History. Our
five-person council is in a predictable
predicament.
A study session at Promontory Summit, Utah could help everyone reflect
on our failing process. The transcontinental railroad was built in six years.
Who will drive the Golden Spike for
Palo Alto’s grade crossings?
Lacking funds for the junket trip
to Utah, our council could convene a
joint study session with Mt. View and
Menlo Park as soon as staff vacancies
are filled. It is hard to imagine how
progress can be made with virtually no
experienced staff to guide the executive
role of the Council.

million. This large expenditure would encourage more auto use and likely be underutilized as our transportation modes continue changing. Increasingly, the younger
demographic is shying away from car ownership, choosing instead to use company
buses/shuttles, public transit, ride-sharing
services and other modes of transportation.
Ride-sharing services and self-driving cars
will become very important to our aging
population as well, enabling safe and reliable
mobility as driving becomes more difficult.
The money for the garage can be spent
much more effectively on expanding the
nonprofit Traffic Management Association’s
(TMA) alternative commuting program.
(The association develops, manages and
markets programs aimed at reducing traffic
levels in downtown Palo Alto.)
By 2017, the association had reduced the
number of single-driver service workers
driving downtown by 10 percent by providing alternative commute incentives to their
places of work. It plans to reduce driving by
30 percent (from a 2015 baseline of about
5,500 member employees) in the next few
years with incentives that increase the use
of carpooling, CalTrain, biking and walking.
This change is being achieved at a tiny fraction of the cost of building new parking garages and allows for increased flexibility in
managing parking demand. Plans are afoot
to increase and expand these efforts to the
Cal Ave area.
The other good news in transportation
is that we have reached a 50-percent active
transportation mode (walking, biking, skateboarding) share in our schools. Most of this

is bicycle use. This change has reduced auto
traffic and parking problems, promoted a
healthy lifestyle, and freed up parents from
school transportation all while reducing
GHG emissions. While some of Palo Alto’s
bike infrastructure might not be perfect,
continued investment in this area will serve
us all well by enabling more of us to use
active transportation modes. The success in
our schools is an outstanding example of
what concerted city-supported efforts can
accomplish.
For our energy infrastructure, the time is
right to modernize by moving away from
natural gas to the city’s carbon neutral electricity to power our homes and buildings.
When you factor in the natural gas leakage
(2-5 percent for California) from production, distribution and end-use in buildings,
natural gas is no better than coal in terms
of the GHG pollution that is created. We
would never consider using coal to heat our
homes, as was the common practice in the
1800s. The resulting pollution choked our
cities and shortened our life span. The difference now is that the CO2, methane and
other pollution from natural gas use is invisible.What is most visible are the effects
of climate change that worsens “natural”
disasters worldwide.
Again, here in Palo Alto, there is good
news. The city has enjoyed carbon neutral
electricity since 2013 at rates lower than
our neighbors. Also, a recently completed
study commissioned by the city showed that
it is cost effective for all new homes and
small businesses and major remodels to be
built all-electric. The study looked at using

Letters

modern heat-pump appliances for heating
and cooling (hot water too) and induction
cooking; not the old clunky resistive heating
and cooking of yesteryear. These new appliances are three times more efficient than
their gas counter parts, and are cheaper to
operate so we can start gradually upgrading
to electric homes in a cost effective and beneficial way. The city can help by requiring
that all new homes, small businesses and
large retrofits use cost-effective, low-carbon
appliances instead of their natural gas counterparts. And with electric vehicles (EVs)
getting more affordable everyday, charging
them with Palo Alto’s carbon neutral electricity also will play a big role in switching
away from fossil fuel use.
Since climate change is happening faster
than any government can react, we need to
make climate change a top city council priority. If we make the right investments now
instead of building obsolete infrastructure
and equipment, we will save even more in
the long run. The sooner we make climatefriendly investments, the more we will save
and improve our quality of life.
If you think Palo Alto should be combating climate change through local actions,
then send an email to the City Council (city.
council@cityofpaloalto.org) asking them
to adopt climate change as one of the top
Council priorities for the upcoming year.
David Coale is a board member
of Carbon Free Palo Alto, was on
the city’s Green Building Technical
Advisory Committee and is a former
Acterra board member.

WHAT DO YOU THINK?

Poor example of coddling kids

Compassion for the homeless

Editor,
Diana Diamond’s guest opinion article
(published in the Palo Alto Weekly, Jan.
11), questioning if parents are coddling
their children too much, cited a case at
University of California, Berkeley, where
students strongly objected to “a conservative speaker who was scheduled to talk.”
This is, shall we say, a poor example.
The “conservative speaker” was an “altright provocateur” (the description used in
an article about the incident that appeared
in Time, dated Sept. 5, 2017) named Milo
Yiannopoulos. He’s angered a lot of people,
not just students. He was at one point an
editor for a rag named “Breitbart News”
and managed to be so offensive that he was
banned permanently from Twitter in the
aftermath of a racist campaign targeting an
actor. Meanwhile, news reports stated that
the incident at Berkeley cost the university
something like $800,000 (possibly higher).
“Free speech” does not mean that someone else should have to pick up the tab.
Bill Zaumen
Clara Drive, Palo Alto

Editor,
I extend my thank you to Karen Holman,
who has finished her term as a member of
Palo Alto’s City Council. No one showed
greater sensitivity and compassion for
homeless people during her time on the
council. She listened, she spoke in support
of reasonable support for those without
homes, and she voted wisely and humanely.
She spoke out with reservations about
the unfortunate Jim Keene-organized, private meeting of the council with John Arrillaga about city land he wanted to annex.
She spent the time and effort to research
and understand the many complicated issues of building, utilities, traffic, etc.
We are fortunate her civic contributions
are not ending. Her campaign for a seat on
the Midpeninsula Regional Open Space
District board was successful, and we are
fortunate to have her continued wise and
humane input to look forward to.
Karen Holman is a great role model and
person of conscience.
Chuck Jagoda
Wolfe Road, Sunnyvale

The Palo Alto Weekly encourages
comments on our coverage
or on issues of local interest.

Should Palo
Alto keep
a citywide
railroad tunnel
as an option?
Submit letters to the editor of up to 300
words to letters@paweekly.com. Submit
guest opinions of 1,000 words to editor@
paweekly.com. Include your name, address
and daytime phone number so we can
reach you.
We reserve the right to edit contributions
for length, objectionable content, libel and
factual errors known to us. Anonymous
letters will generally not be accepted.
Submitting a letter to the editor or guest
opinion constitutes a granting of permission
to the Palo Alto Weekly and Embarcadero
Media to also publish it online, including in
our online archives and as a post on Town
Square.
For more information contact Editor
Jocelyn Dong at editor@paweekly.com or
650-326-8210.
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Arts & Entertainment
A weekly guide to music, theater, art, culture, books and more, edited by Karla Kane

Joyce Goldschmid

Stephanie Whigham, Shawn Andrei, Gwyneth Price Panos, Alexander Draa, Jessica Maxey and
Mohamed Ismail dance at the start of Palo Alto Players’ “Shakespeare in Love.”

A mock-Tudor treat
Palo Alto Players’ ‘Shakespeare in Love’ shines on stage
by Karla Kane

O

ne of the most charming,
albeit cheesy, entries in
the category of “Fakespearian” stories that put the Bard
himself front and center, “Shakespeare in Love” (Palo Alto Players’
current production) is a delightful
adaptation of the Oscar-winning
film of the same name.
In 1593 London, up-and-coming playwright and actor William
Shakespeare (Drew Benjamin
Jones) is struggling with a bad
case of writer’s block. The timing
is especially unfortunate, as he’s

THEATER REVIEW
promised to deliver plays to both
to the weasley Henslowe (David
Blackburn), who owns the Rose
Theater, and pompous actor and
Curtain Theater honcho Burbage
(Thomas Times). Henslowe himself is deep in debt to Fennyman
(Joey McDaniel) and manages to
engender a newfound love of theater in the moneylender by bringing
him and a ragtag crew of oddballs
together to act in Shakespeare’s

newest work in progress, the comedy “Romeo and Ethel, the Pirate’s
Daughter.”
Shakespeare is mentored by his
friend, the esteemed writer Kit
Marlowe (a confident and appealing Brad Satterwhite), who gives
him worldly advice and writing
suggestions. Wealthy Viola de
Lesseps (April Culver), a passionate theater lover, longs to be an actor, something that is forbidden to
women of all classes in these strict
times. She’s reluctantly engaged to
the oafish nobleman Wessex (Jeff

Clarke), who plans to take her to
his tobacco plantation in the New
World. With the support of her
faithful nurse (Melinda Marks),
she spends her final weeks before
marriage sneaking off in drag as
“Thomas Kent,” auditioning and
scoring the lead role in “Romeo.”
Meanwhile, unhappily-married
Shakespeare and Viola fall madly
in love, despite the impossibility
of their romance having a happy
ending, and this sets the course
for Shakespeare to create his wellknown romantic tragedy “Romeo
and Juliet” (a rose by any other
name may smell as sweet but this
doesn’t seem to be the case when
“Ethel” is involved). Cue tons of
aren’t-we-clever references, pseudo-Shakespearean speak, a very
cute, if nervous, dog (Lucille, The
Dog), sword fighting, madrigal
singing, the beloved trope of theater being a refuge for artistic misfits, and some regal badassery from
Queen Elizabeth I (Doll Piccotto).
The show (adapted by Lee Hall)
sticks fairly close to the movie plot
and script but, as befitting a story
about theater, works even better
on stage. I especially enjoyed the
quick switching back and forth
between backstage and onstage
during the debut performance of
“Romeo and Juliet.” The presence
of sporadic dancing and singing by
the ensemble (musical direction by
Lauren Bevilacqua) added to the
Elizabethan flavor in a very pleasing way.
Palo Alto Players’ production
(directed by Lee Ann Payne) is
humming with energy and good
cheer. The luminous Culver makes
a very good Viola (in the role that
made Gwyneth Paltrow an Academy Award winner) and she’s

surrounded and supported by skillful performances by the rest of the
cast. Blackburn is campily hilarious while McDaniel is wonderful
as his comedic foil Fennyman, who
glows with excitement upon being
given the small but crucial role
of the Apothecary. Seton Chiang
waltzes in and steals the spotlight
as the suave and conceited master
actor Ned Alleyn. It’s a large cast
and each player manages to stand
out and make their (in some cases,
multiple) roles worth paying attention to.
The set, by Scott Ludwig, appropriately resembles a Tudor-era
structure, with the lovely touch of a
changing sky peeking through the
rafters. Costumes by Patricia Tyler
are a Renaissance Faire-like pageantry of looks, while Kyle McReddie’s fight choreography adds panache to the action sequences.
It’s always fun to take a fictional
look at the events and characters
that could have helped shape some
of the world’s best-known works
of art. “Shakespeare in Love” has
comedy, romance, sex, danger,
crossdressing, a tiny bit of feminism and a bit with a dog. What
more could an audience want from
community theater? Palo Alto
Players’ production is verily as
warm, sweet and lovely as a summer’s day. Q
Arts & Entertainment Editor
Karla Kane can be emailed at
kkane@paweekly.com.
What: “Shakespeare in Love.”
Where: Lucie Stern Theater,
1305 Middlefield Road, Palo Alto.
When: Through Feb. 3.
Cost: $31-$46.
Info: Go to paplayers.org.

Liberté, egalité, sororité
‘The Revolutionists’ takes on feminism and French history at the Dragon Theatre

I

magining the interactions of
various historical characters
who likely never met in “real
life” often proves a fruitful ground
for fiction and drama. Such is the
case in Lauren Gunderson’s dark
comedy “The Revolutionists,”
which offers a feminist perspective on the French Revolution by
giving voice to four women who
lived (and/or died) through it:
playwright Olympe de Gouges,
deposed royal Marie Antoinette,
assassin Charlotte Corday and
Caribbean spy Marianne Angelle.
The show, directed by Caitlin
Papp, is kicking off Dragon Production Theatre Company’s 2019
season.
“The Revolutionists” is largely
seen through the eyes of de Gouges (Maria Marquis), its conversations and events serving as her

THEATER REVIEW
last words and thoughts, her final
theatrical opus as she faces the
guillotine. The action is set at the
height of France’s “Reign of Terror” in 1793, when the righteous
cause of throwing out the monarchs and fighting for equality has
been overshadowed by paranoia,
mob rule and wanton violence.
de Gouges wants desperately
to write something of lasting importance but also fears the repercussions of getting too involved.
Angelle (Jenafer Thompson), her
friend (a character invented by
Gunderson but rooted in the history of Haiti’s successful revolution against slavery), passionately
prods de Gouges to stop hiding behind theater and use her privilege
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to take a major stand, pointing
out the hypocrisy of white, male
Frenchmen paying lip service
to ideals of liberty and freedom
while oppressing women and running a major slavery operation in
the Caribbean. They encounter
Corday (Melissa Jones) when she
appeals to de Gouges to craft some
eloquent last words for her, as she
plans to assasinate radical political
journalist Jean-Paul Marat and is
sure to be executed for it. Finally,
they meet the infamous MarieAntoinette (Dragon founder Meredith Hagedorn), looking to clear
up some of the inflammatory and
unfair propaganda dogging her
name and legacy. The foursome
argues and commiserates while
the threat of the guillotine hangs,
quite literally, over their heads.
There’s a lot of meta-talk about

Lance Huntley

by Karla Kane

Maria Marquis, Jenafer Thompson, Meredith Hagedorn and Melissa
Jones play four women in the midst of the French Revolution in
Dragon Productions Theatre Company’s “The Revolutionists.”
the role of art and theater, with de
Gouges no doubt standing in for
Gunderson as she ponders the
meaning and value of her work,
struggles with writer’s block and

makes plenty of in-jokes for people familiar with the theater world.
The script is mostly written and
(continued on page 19)

Arts & Entertainment

‘Frost/Nixon’ is a must-see
History comes alive in TheatreWorks production
about disgraced ex-president
by John Orr

The Revolutionists
(continued from page 18)

delivered in very modern, casualAmerican vernacular with some
detours into more formal, old-fashioned speechifying. This juxtaposition can be jarring but it mostly
works well, keeping the audience
on their toes between laughter and
solemnity. Not all of the humor
is successful (repeated “Les Miserables” references and jokes are
made, for instance, despite that
story taking place many years after “The Revolutionists” events,
and quickly grow tired) but on the
whole, the structure is well-crafted, with knowing winks about the
dreaded play-within-a-play format,
puppets and even throwing in a few
songs, all of which are utilized at
some point.
The four actors are excellent.
Hagedorn’s doomed Marie-Antoinette (“Citizen Cake,” as she
is mockingly called by Angelle)
has a charming veneer of clueless,
ditsy frivolity with a good heart
and keener brain than she is given
credit for underneath. Of all the
characters, it is her story that will
be the one that people most remember throughout history. In “The
Revolutionists,” she is aware of this
fact, and, ultimately, sorry for it.
Jones gives a wild-eyed, innocent
energy to Corday, who must balance her zeal to eliminate a monster (“I have killed one man to save
100,000,” she bravely states at her
execution) with her fears about how
she will be remembered. Thompson, whose Angelle is the voice of

THEATER REVIEW
or another, and gets teary and
choked up while recalling his
father.
And some, but not all, of Nixon’s accomplishments are mentioned, especially his success in
opening dialogue with China.
Even those of us who are old
enough to have watched the Watergate hearings on television or
have read the Woodward/Bernstein books can appreciate Morgan’s alchemy in making Nixon
rather sympathetic, at least for
the duration of this play.
“Frost/Nixon” is the story of
TV host David Frost getting
Nixon to sit down for a series of
interviews, a couple of years after Nixon had resigned the presidency in disgrace.
Both men needed the exposure. Frost, a Brit whose TV
career had been reduced to interviewing minor celebrities in
Australia, wanted a ticket back
to New York. Nixon, who had
barely survived serious phlebitis
and depression after leaving the
White House for his California
reason and unwavering strength,
gives an earthy warmth and humor
to what otherwise might be a generic symbol of intersectionality.
Jones and Thompson also have
beautiful singing voices that soar
together in lovely harmony. In the
lead role of de Gouges, Marquis is
splendid as well, owning her character’s doubts, fears and, ultimately,
heroism.
Dragon’s production boasts
comely costumes by Kae JennySpencer and bold, colorful lighting and set design by Nathanael
Card. Gunderson is currently one
of the most popular, oft-produced
playwrights and it’s understandable
why when viewing “The Revolutionists.” It’s fresh, funny and irreverent while also educational and
moving.
For all its enjoyable screwball
humor and self-deprecating awareness, “The Revolutionists” is centered around a serious point: History belongs, to a large extent, to the
winners, with the voices of others
either silenced, erased or misconstrued. The play is one small step
toward amplifying a few of these
voices. Q
Arts & Entertainment Editor
Karla Kane can be emailed at
kkane@paweekly.com.
What: “The Revolutionists.”
Where: Dragon Theatre, 2120
Broadway St., Redwood City.
When: Through Feb. 10.
Cost: $27-$35.
Info: Go to dragonproductions.
net.

Kevin Berne

‘F

rost/Nixon,” as staged
by TheatreWorks Silicon Valley, is a brilliant, astounding, not-to-bemissed 110 minutes of theater.
Everything about this production, directed by Leslie Martinson, is a triumph, from the
excellent set and onstage media
designed by David Lee Cuthbert
to Allen McCullough’s powerfully evocative performance as
Richard M. Nixon.
Playwright Peter Morgan
doesn’t let history get in the way
of a good story, anymore than
did Shakespeare. Most of this
play is as history recorded it but
where Morgan wanders away
from the facts, it is, perhaps, to
illustrate some deeper truth. Or,
maybe, just to make it work better in the theater.
Morgan draws Nixon — who
was reviled by liberals, abused
the power of the presidency in
attempts to punish people on his
“enemies list” and wore a suit
and tie to walk on the beach —
as a sympathetic character.
McCullough’s Nixon often
tries to crack a joke, stumbles humanly over some bit of courtesy

Allen McCullough as Richard Nixon reacts to his interviews with David Frost in “Frost/Nixon,”
presented by TheatreWorks Silicon Valley.
estate, was in bad shape financially and wanted a path back to
the East Coast and some kind of
political meaningfulness.
The first part of this play
limns how Frost and his team,
which included fiery journalist
James Reston Jr., and Nixon and
his team, including Col. Jack

Brennan and Hollywood dealmaker Swifty Lazar, danced
around each other to make a
deal. What subjects would be
broached — a quarter of the
interview time would be about
Watergate — and how much
Nixon would be paid ($600,000
up front, and 20 percent of any

profits).
Jeremy Webb is excellent as
Frost, seemingly insouciant but
fully aware of what he needs to
succeed with this huge project,
which would take four weeks of
interviews, at considerable cost.
(continued on page 20)

Join us for a screening of They Played for Their Lives and a special
post-film discussion with the director and filmmaker Nurit Jugend,
artist Ari Binus, and host of KQED’s Forum, Michael Krasny.
Through intimate interviews and live performances, They Played for
Their Lives artfully portrays how music saved the lives of young
musicians. Playing music in the ghettos and concentration camps not
only fostered spiritual strength within themselves and others, but
often proved a bargaining tool that spared their lives.
The documentary follows the personal narratives of eight survivors.
Each of these unique stories illustrate the power of music to sustain
the human soul. At the end of the war, their lives unfold in surprising
ways, yet music remains at the core of their memory and legacy.
Charcoal illustrations, a live piano performance by 106-year old Alice,
and a moving reunion of two boys who searched for each other for 66
years, make this compelling viewing.

Sunday, January 27 • 2:00 pm
Cubberley Auditorium, School of Education
Stanford University • Free and open to the public
More information:
continuingstudies.stanford.edu/events
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The Graduate School of Education (GSE), the Stanford Futures of Learning, Opportunity,
and Work (FLOW), the Institute for Research in the Social Sciences (IRiSS),
and Stanford Continuing Studies present

Frost/Nixon
(continued from page 19)

The Future of Work and Learning in California
In the second half of the 20th century, California made a
spectacular investment in higher education that brought
great dividends for quality of life and economic vitality for
generations. As the state faces a future of rapid
technological change, it must invest in new forms of
educational provision that are more accessible, flexible,
and cost-effective than ever before.

Eloy Ortiz Oakley

Chancellor of the California Community Colleges
Eloy Ortiz Oakley has been at the forefront of thought
leadership on the postsecondary ecology in California. In
this Winter Quarter installment of the Future of Learning,
Opportunity, and Work series, he will share his vision for
how lifelong learning opportunities might be best
afforded for all of the state’s diverse residents.

Wednesday, January 30 • 7:30 pm
CERAS, Room 101 (Learning Hall)
Free; Advance registration is required.
For ticket reservations:
continuingstudies.stanford.edu/oakley
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Frost was considered a lightweight, and the major TV networks weren’t interested in the
project, which they disdained as
“checkbook journalism.” Frost
had to hustle for financing and
eventually got a syndication deal.
McCullough brings f lesh
to Nixon’s intelligence, as the
former trial lawyer and president easily controls the direction of the interviews early
on, as Webb’s Frost becomes
more frustrated in his attempts
to get Nixon to apologize for
Watergate.
It’s a battle, and makes for
great theater.
Kenny Toll is solid and impassioned as Reston, who keeps digging for evidence to use against
Nixon, whom he hates. He is
disgusted with himself when he
shakes Nixon’s hand. Toll is one
of the onstage narrators, the other being Craig Marker as Brennan. Marker brings solid sincerity to his respect for the former
president.
It’s an almost all-male cast,
with Nixon’s wife and daughters
mentioned but not seen. Alicia
Piemme Nelson has a short bit
as tennis player Evonne Goolagong, to illustrate how far Frost
had fallen; and Elena Wright is
on hand as Caroline Cushing,

apparently to illustrate that Frost
liked beautiful women.
The set is very impressive,
switching from the White House
to British and American hotel
rooms to a seaside home where
the interviews took place. Overhead, there is the sort of lighting
structure expected to be seen in
a TV studio (take a bow, lighting
designer Steven B. Mannshardt).
Upstage are 35 large TV monitors that are brilliantly used to
display backgrounds, to become
TV studio direction monitors,
and at the key denouement, to
focus in on McCullough’s face as
Nixon makes his deepest statement, as seen through the live
TV cameras on stage.
That is the moment Frost knew
he needed, and director Martinson makes it a triumphant note.
The entire cast is very good.
But McCullough is transcendently brilliant. He brings a
complete life to Nixon in this
play: a performance not to be
missed. Q
Freelance writer John Orr
can be emailed at johnorr@
regardingarts.com.
What: “Frost/Nixon.”
Where: Mountain View Center for
the Performing Arts, 500 Castro
St., Mountain View.
When: Through Feb. 10.
Cost: $40-$100.
Info: Go to theatreworks.org.

Petit Bakery Co. melds
Asian, American,
French traditions
for gluten-free treats
by Kate Bradshaw
elody Hu has infused
her baking business
with global elements
that reflect flavors tied to her own
history as a Taiwanese-American
woman: mochi cupcakes, cakes and
madeleines.
The Mountain View resident and
owner of Petit Bakery Co. is planning to open a brick-and-mortar
shop in Los Altos later this year.
Hu was born in Taiwan and
moved to the Peninsula as a teen,
graduating from Gunn High
School in Palo Alto. As a University of California at San Diego student, she studied abroad
in France. She returned to France
after graduating and lived there
for the next decade, working in the
luxury watch and jewelry business
in Paris and Shanghai.
Along the way, she worked as a
freelance translator, including for
her friend, English celebrity chef
Rachel Khoo. Working with Khoo,
she translated and edited cookbooks and became familiar with
the recipe testing process.
“I got into the food world through
the backdoor, in publishing,” she
said.
In 2015, she and her husband
moved to Silicon Valley to raise

M

their kids, now 4 and 6.
A fitness instructor with a mild
sweet tooth, Hu has taught barre
and pilates classes at the Palo Alto
JCC and YMCA locations in Palo
Alto, Cupertino and East Palo Alto.
One day, she had a bag of sweet rice
flour and decided to make a sweet
rice dessert, like the ones she’d
grown up eating.
The treat turned out well. So well,
in fact, that when her husband tried
it he told Hu, “This is so good you
should sell it.”
Hu wasn’t sold on the idea — she
said she didn’t want to “just stay
home and bake.” But there was
something satisfying about it.
“It’s a little bit of science and art,”
she said. ‘
Baking is a lot like dancing,
which she studied for years: it’s
an “ephemeral art,” she said. Being an artist working with perishable delectations forces the creator to grapple with the critical
question: What are people looking for right now?
So, starting in the summer of 2017,
she got to work: Using a spreadsheet to track different variations
and outcomes, she began experimenting with sweet rice flour recipes. To date, her recipes have been
through hundreds of variations, she

ShopTalk
APPLEWOOD PIZZA CLOSES...
The original Applewood Pizza has closed after
decades of business at 1001 El Camino Real in
Menlo Park. Armand Anicete of NAI Northern
California, the real estate broker for the space,
confirmed the restaurant closed at the end of
December and said the owner planned to retire.
The owner could not be reached for comment.
For years, Applewood served pizza and pasta
next to Hungarian dishes such as goulash and
langos (fried garlic bread). Bela Kardos, a native
of Hungary, opened what was initially called the

said.
Over the
past year, as she’s
honed her recipes, showed up at
pop-ups and baked wholesale for
local cafes, she thinks she’s come
up with an answer to her driving
question. People are looking for
good food and for desserts that
aren’t too sweet, with options to
meet dietary restrictions. They want
the delight of food being presented
beautifully and they want organic,
local ingredients.
Her response: fusion pastries,
blending Asian mochi with the
American cupcake and cakes and
the French madeleine cookie.
“I think that’s very representative of who we are in California,
and in the world. We’re all combinations of different cultures,
celebrating coming together at the
table,” Hu said.
Her creations, beyond being inclusive of different cultures, are inclusive for another reason — they’re
naturally gluten-free, and some versions are also vegan, meaning that
people with dietary restrictions
can participate in the pleasure of
patisserie.
Unlike other gluten-free bases,
which she noted can be grainy
and crumbly, the rice-based mochi

Applewood Inn in 1983. According to a 1998
Almanac News story, it took him seven months
to develop the perfect pizza crust. In a 1998
interview with the Weekly, Kardos said he had
previously worked in real estate and asked the
owner of a “beer joint” at the 1001 El Camino Real
site if he wanted to sell. The owner apparently
agreed, but the man Kardos hired to run the
restaurant had a heart attack three months after
opening, so he had to take over the pizza making.
“I had never even eaten pizza before, so I went
around to local pizzerias and went through
cookbooks trying to figure out how to make a
pizza,” Kardos said. The most important part of
the pizza, in Kardos’ eyes? The crust, always
baked in a brick oven, he said in 1998. Anicete
said there are “multiple people interested” in

Top: Petit Bakery Co. owner-baker Melody Hu displays
a vanilla cake soaked with elderberry syrup, frosted with
lemon curd and vanilla elderflower buttercream. Photo by
Veronica Weber. Above: Cupcakes, made with rice flour, are
gluten free and paleo-friendly. Photo courtesy Melody Hu.
texture gives her cupcakes a satisfying chewiness. They also have
less sugar — her Swiss meringue
buttercream recipe, she says, has
just enough sugar and butter to be
silky-smooth, but a lot less sugar
than a regular buttercream frosting.
All animal-based ingredients in her
recipes, she said, are organic.
At the end of 2017, she began
to lease space at Studio Cake in
Menlo Park on Monday nights and
Saturday mornings for her wholesale baking. After teaching classes
and wrangling kids during the day,
she’d come to the kitchen at night,
working through dark hours with
only the music from her earbuds to
keep her company.
She worked out agreements to
sell her mochi creations at Cafe Zoe

the 5,200-square-foot space. — E.K.
BARCELONA TAPAS COMING... The owners of
Teleferic Barcelona, who run three well-known
restaurants in Barcelona, Spain and a fourth in
Walnut Creek, are opening a new location in
Palo Alto in the former Calafia Cafe space at
Town & Country Village. Calafia closed in August
after nine years of business at the El Camino
Real shopping center. Xavi Padrosa, who runs
the restaurants with his sister, said Palo Alto
left an impression on him as an international,
food-loving city ever since he lived there from
2005 to 2012. The family decided to expand
internationally in 2016 after Brian Hirahara,
the developer of a new three-story building in
downtown Walnut Creek, dined at one of the

in Menlo Park and Nourish Cafe at
the Palo Alto JCC, and pursued a
growing circuit of pop-up opportunities, including at Stanford Shopping Center and at the festivals
Facebook hosts at its Menlo Park
headquarters. She ended the lease
with Studio Cake at the end of 2018
in preparation to open her brickand-mortar bakery this year.
Currently, she works out of her
home kitchen and accepts orders
online or by phone for delivery in
the Bay Area. She said she’s setting
up her website to enable custom
cake orders by the end of the month.
For more information, go to petitbakery.co. Q
Staff writer Kate Bradshaw
can be emailed at kbradshaw@
almanacnews.com.

family’s Barcelona restaurants and encouraged
them to come to the United States, Padrosa
said. No two Teleferic locations are exactly the
same and things are still in the works for Palo
Alto, Padrosa said, but in general, Teleferic
serves authentic Spanish tapas, pintxos and
paella. The newest Teleferic also will have a nextdoor market, as Calafia Cafe did, with Spanish
wines, cheese, cured meats and other imported
products for sale. Padrosa hopes to open in May
or June. —E.K.
Compiled by the Weekly staff; this week
written by Elena Kadvany. Got leads
on interesting and news-worthy retail
developments? The Weekly will check them
out. Email shoptalk@paweekly.com.
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Movies

All’s fair in love and ‘Cold War’
Oscar-nominated drama beguiling but chilly
0001/2 (Aquarius)
a survivor of domestic
As Hollywood awaits
OPENINGS
trauma.
the annual presentation
Unfolding between 1949 and
of the Academy Awards, two
lushly photographed black-and- 1964, Pawlikowski’s screenplay
white foreign-language films tracks the on-and-off couple as a
have steadily found themselves pair and as individuals separated
in competition: Alfonso Cuaron’s by forces larger than themselves,
“Roma” and Pawel Pawlikows- taking placeholder mates but ever
ki’s “Cold War,” which picked feeling a pull toward unavailup three Oscar nominations this able soul mates. The lovers’ endweek for Best Foreign Language less frustrations, only worsened
Film, Best Cinematography and by sociopolitical and vocational
a surprise nod for Best Director. ambitions and obligations and
And now, as “Cold War” rolls choices, manifest in cruel gesout in theaters across the country, tures and devastating arguments.
those wondering how the Polish There’s undeniable heat between
would do “La La Land” have their the two, a flame that won’t die
but also leaves painful burns. In
chance to see for themselves.
I’m kidding, sort of, but “Cold a typically bitter exchange, Zula
War” is a romantic epic of a trou- successfully gets a rise out of
bled couple blessed with musical Wiktor, who hits her. “Now we’re
talent. In battered post-war Poland, talking,” she answers.
A sweet romance this isn’t, but
a representative (Tomasz Kot) of
a folkloric ensemble makes field Pawlikowski (“Ida”) balances the
recordings of folk music, the film flatfooted realities of maddenbeginning with a song of a man ingly thwarted love with swoony
pleading a woman to let him in. moments: smoky jazz clubs and
Borders and walls and fences and songbird reveries. Cinematograclosed doors — and what’s on the pher Lukasz Zal’s lush chiaroscuother sides — serve as metaphors ro photography proves equally
for the film’s problematic central assured in a sunny field or shadrelationship between Kot’s musi- owy streets, while Pawlikowski
cal director/pianist Wiktor and his draws upon his documentary
new discovery, a beguiling singer background to lend the black and
named Zuzanna, or “Zula” (Joan- white aesthetic an uneasy realna Kulig), who’s not incidentally ism. He also judiciously places

MOVIES NOW SHOWING
musical touchstones for maximal
sensuality and thematic winking:
a bar dance to “Is You Is or Is
You Ain’t My Baby” and another,
with drunken abandon, to “Rock
Around the Clock.”
“Cold War” is at its most fascinating when politics directly
disrupt the characters’ passions
or they must navigate the detritus of recent global events from
standpoints in Poland, Germany,
Yugoslavia, or France. Wiktor and Zula both suffer artistic
compromises that sting as much
as their romantic travails, usually at the behest of Communist
Party bureaucrats (as concerns
folk music, for example, they’d
prefer songs about land reform
and the leadership, thank you
very much).
All of the above help to keep
“Cold War” engaging despite a
plot and characters that some will
find as repellently chilly as they
are credible. One doesn’t have
to like Wiktor and Zula to sympathize with them, but at times
the low-key performances and
austere script weaken the film’s
momentum and capacity for an
empathetic connection. “Cold
War” is a love story that turns
bitter early and often and is rewarding for those hardy enough
to handle it.
Rated R for some sexual content, nudity and language. One
hour, 29 minutes.
— Peter Canavese

A Dog’s Way Home (PG) Century
16: Fri. - Sun. Century 20: Fri. - Sun.
A Star is Born (R) ++1/2
Century 20: Fri. - Sun.
ShowPlace Icon: Fri. - Sun.
Aquaman (PG-13) Century 16:
Fri. - Sun. Century 20: Fri. - Sun.
ShowPlace Icon: Fri. - Sun.
Bohemian Rhapsody (PG-13)
Century 20: Fri. - Sun.
ShowPlace Icon: Fri. - Sun.
Bumblebee (PG-13) Century 16:
Fri. - Sun. Century 20: Fri. - Sun.
Cold War (R) +++1/2
Aquarius Theatre: Fri. - Sun.
Devi (The Goddess, 1960) (Not
Rated) Stanford Theatre: Fri. - Sun.
Dragon Ball Super: Broly (PG)
Century 16: Fri. - Sun.
Century 20: Fri. - Sun.
Escape Room (PG-13) Century 16:
Fri. - Sun. Century 20: Fri. - Sun.
The Favourite (R)
Palo Alto Square: Fri. - Sun.
ShowPlace Icon: Fri. - Sun.
Ghare Baire (The Home and the
World, 1984) (Not Rated)
Stanford Theatre: Fri. - Sun.
Glass (PG-13) Century 16: Fri. - Sun.
Century 20: Fri. - Sun.
ShowPlace Icon: Fri. - Sun.
Green Book (PG-13) ++1/2
Century 20: Fri. - Sun.
If Beale Street Could Talk (R) ++++
Guild Theatre: Fri. - Sun.
Guild Theatre: Fri. - Sun.
The Kid Who Would Be King (PG)
Century 16: Fri. - Sun.
Century 20: Fri. - Sun.
ShowPlace Icon: Fri. - Sun.

Mary Poppins Returns (PG)
Century 16: Fri. - Sun.
Century 20: Fri. - Sun.
ShowPlace Icon: Fri. - Sun.
Mary Queen of Scots (R)
Aquarius Theatre: Fri. - Sun.
Mr. Majnu (English subtitles)
(Not Rated) Century 16: Fri. - Sun.
The Mule (R) Century 20: Fri. - Sun.
Nayak (The Hero, 1966) (Not Rated)
Stanford Theatre: Fri. - Sun.
On the Basis of Sex (PG-13)
Century 20: Fri. - Sun.
Palo Alto Square: Fri. - Sun.
ShowPlace Icon: Fri. - Sun.
Petta (Not Rated)
Century 16: Fri. - Sun.
Ralph Breaks the Internet (PG) +++
Century 16: Fri. - Sun.
Century 20: Fri. - Sun.
Replicas (PG-13)
Century 16: Fri. - Sun.
Second Act (PG-13)
Century 16: Fri. - Sun.
Serenity (R) Century 16: Fri. - Sun.
Century 20: Fri. - Sun.
ShowPlace Icon: Fri. - Sun.
Spider-man:Into the Spider-Verse (PG)
Century 16: Fri. - Sun. Century 20:
Fri. - Sun. ShowPlace Icon: Fri. - Sun.
Stan & Ollie (PG)
Century 20: Fri. - Sun.
The Upside (PG-13) Century 16:
Fri. - Sun. Century 20: Fri. - Sun.
ShowPlace Icon: Fri. - Sun.
Uri: The Surgical Strike (Not Rated)
Century 16: Fri. - Sun.
Vice (R) +++1/2
Century 16: Fri. - Sun.

+ Skip it ++ Some redeeming qualities +++ A good bet ++++ Outstanding
Aquarius: 430 Emerson St., Palo Alto, 327-3241
Century Cinema 16: 1500 N. Shoreline Blvd., Mountain View
Century 20 Downtown: 825 Middlefield Road, Redwood City
CineArts at Palo Alto Square: 3000 El Camino Real, Palo Alto, 493-0128
Guild: 949 El Camino Real, Menlo Park, 566-8367
ShowPlace Icon: 2575 California St. #601, Mountain View
Stanford Theatre: 221 University Ave., Palo Alto, 324-3700

Find trailers, star ratings and reviews on the web at
PaloAltoOnline.com/movies

Answers to this week’s puzzles, which can be found on page 43.

Another Look, Stanford Continuing Studies, and Stanford Humanities Center present

Walter Tevis’s The Queen’s Gambit
Another Look is a seasonal book club that connects
Stanford’s top writers and scholars with
distinguished figures from the Bay Area and beyond.
The club focuses on short classics that have been
forgotten, neglected, or overlooked—or may simply
not have received the attention they merit.
Join us for a discussion of The Queen's Gambit, a novel
that follows the intense mental and existential pressures
a chess champion must endure in order to remain at the
top of the game. New York Times critic Christopher
Lehmann-Haupt called it the best novel on chess since
Nabokov’s Defense, encouraging readers to “[c]onsider
it as a psychological thriller.… given Mr. Tevis's skills as
a writer and dramatist, one quickly catches the drift of
each game without having to understand the
technicalities.” Following the discussion will be a
question-and-answer session with the panelists.

Tuesday, January 29* • 7:30 pm
Bechtel Conference Center • Encina Hall
Stanford University • Free and open to the public
*NOTE: Date changed from catalogue

For more info: anotherlook.stanford.edu
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Home&Real Estate

OPEN HOME GUIDE 40
Also online at PaloAltoOnline.com

A weekly guide to home, garden and real estate news, edited by Elizabeth Lorenz

Home Front
WOODLAND CREATIONS
... Summerwinds Nursery
is hosting a free, 30-minute
class on how to make a “Fresh
Woodland Greens Container”
at 9 a.m. on Sunday, Jan.
27, at its Palo Alto location
at 725 San Antonio Road.
Participants will learn how to
create an artful arrangement
using the season’s textures
and tones as garden experts
make fresh woodland-inspired
compositions. To register, go
to summerwindsnursery.com.
WINTER FRUIT TREE CARE ...
On Sunday, Feb. 3, Gamble
Garden will host a talk on
“Winter Maintenance of
Deciduous Fruit Trees” from
9 to 11 a.m. Instructor Jeff
Scroggin, who runs his own
landscape management
business, will talk about
the tasks to perform in
winter, such as pruning for
different tree forms (open,
columnar, espalier, fan) and
types of pruning cuts. He
also will address optimizing
fruit production and how
to thin fruit to maximize
quality and quantity. Cost is
$20 for members; $30 for
nonmembers. Gamble Garden
is located at 1431 Waverley
St., Palo Alto. To register, go to
gamblegarden.org.
VEGGIES YEAR-ROUND ...
The UC Master Gardeners of
Santa Clara County will offer a
six-week course on “Success
in the Year-round Vegetable
Garden,” starting Monday,
Feb. 4, from 7 to 9 p.m. A
productive vegetable garden
can provide delicious produce
year-round, without being
a full-time job. Learn how
to get the most vegetables
by applying science-based
gardening methods that
minimize environmental
impacts. The class will be
held at Palo Alto High School,
50 Embarcadero Road, in
Room 1702. Presenters will
be UC Master Gardeners
Gerlando Palazzotto, Jennifer
Doniach and Jill Willard. The
cost is $96. To register, go to
mgsantaclara.ucanr.edu.
Send notices of news and events related
to real estate, interior design, home
improvement and gardening to Home
Front, Palo Alto Weekly, P.O. Box 1610,
Palo Alto, CA 94302, or email elorenz@
paweekly.com. Deadline is one week
before publication.

READ MORE ONLINE

PaloAltoOnline.com

There are more real estate features
online. Go to PaloAltoOnline.com/
real_estate.

NEIGHBORHOOD SNAPSHOT

Perfect
for a

stroll

Old Palo Alto has
magnetic charm for
new and longtime
residents
by Elizabeth Lorenz
photos by
Veronica Weber

ith its leafy picturesque streets, eclectic mix of architecture and addresses of some of
the most famous icons in the tech
world, the Old Palo Alto neighborhood is an attractive draw for tourists and and residents alike.
Old Palo Alto is bordered by
Alma Street (which parallels the
railroad tracks), Embarcadero and
Middlefield roads and Oregon
Expressway.
Tennyson Avenue resident Patty
Fisher, who moved to the neighborhood from Redwood City with
her husband, Bob Ryan, in 1985,
said she was attracted to the area
because each street has a different
vibe.
“The neighborhood, with the
street grid and the old houses and
the big trees, reminded us of home,”
said Fisher, referring to the couple’s
East Coast and Midwest roots. “It’s
a wonderful place to walk. Big, old
trees, interesting homes. You always see people walking, and they
always say ‘hello.’”
At the time the duo moved into
the neighborhood 33 years ago, the
couple didn’t have children, and
“bought a fixer upper that was a
mess,” Fisher said. “We didn’t realize kids could walk to school (from
our house). We didn’t even think
about schools,” she said. “We were
the young people on our street. All
of our neighbors had children who
were in college or grown.”
Fisher was a journalist for the
San Jose Mercury News until she
retired, while her husband was an
executive with the newspaper’s parent company, Knight Ridder.
Fisher said the need for a neighborhood association wasn’t as important when she first moved into
Old Palo Alto when residents like
Apple founder Steve Jobs and San
Francisco 49ers quarterback Steve

W

Old Palo Alto resident Margo Ogus, who has lived in the neigborhood with her husband since 1980,
said in spite of lots of new construction, “I still love that there is no uniform architectural style.”
Young lived there.
“Some of it was, we kind of have
influential people living here (so)
we didn’t really need a neighborhood association,” she said. These
influencers could simply call the
city directly to get something taken
care of.
Now, with the possibility of a
high-speed rail project going by the
edge of the neighborhood, Fisher
said there’s been more formal activism in the neighborhood and
residents have formed a neighborhood association.
Another thing that’s changed,
Fisher said, is trick-or-treating on
Halloween.
“We used to get hundreds of
kids. Now, on Waverley and Santa
Rita, they have a huge street party.
They set up port-a-potties, decorations, a carnival. It’s gotten bigger
and bigger. Thousands of people
come,” she said.
Fisher’s neighbor, Joan Hancock, said the Halloween party
is definitely an event for the
neighborhood.
Having lived in Old Palo Alto
since 1963, Hancock has seen her
share of trick-or-treaters, most of
whom she described as “polite
children” who come to the door,
take one candy and say “thank you
very much.”

Gamble Garden
on Waverley
Street in Old Palo
Alto, is a de facto
neighborhood
park.

She and her husband, Bill, who
was on the faculty of Stanford
Medical School, chose their Tennyson Avenue home — which they
bought for $60,000 in 1970 — for
its large yard and proximity to
schools, Town & Country Village,
California Avenue and Gamble
Garden.
“It was a comfortable area,” said
Hancock, who raised the couple’s
three sons there.
She marvels at how her neighborhood has changed.
“The thing that people complain
about (in Old Palo Alto) is this,” she
said of investors who buy homes
but choose to leave them vacant or
rent them out. Hancock suggested
that the city should consider an ordinance requiring a home be occupied at least six months of the year.
“One thing I don’t like is empty
houses around the neighborhood
bought as an investment from absentee owners and left unoccupied.
It makes holes in the neighborhood,” she said, noting the home
next door to her has been vacant
for two years.
Waverley Street resident Margo
Ogus echoes Hancock’s concern
about some of what is changing in
Old Palo Alto.
“Probably my least favorite
change has been the proliferation

of (vacant) ‘ghost’ homes ... and the
consolidation of multiple lots into
one large property. Both changes
have reduced the feeling of community and neighborliness.”
Ogus, who has lived in the neigborhood with her husband since
1980, said she feels connected on
other levels. “My neighbors are
terrific and our block has come
together for welcomes to new
neighbors.”
And in spite of lots of new construction, she said, “I still love that
there is no uniform architectural
style.” Q
Elizabeth Lorenz is the
Home and Real Estate
Editor at the Weekly. She
can be emailed at elorenz@
embarcaderopublishing.com.

FACTS
CHILD CARE AND PRESCHOOLS:
Addison Kids’ Club, 650 Addison
Ave.; Neighborhood Infant-Toddler
Center, 311 N. California Ave.; Walter
Hays Kids’ Club, 1525 Middlefield
Road
FIRE STATION: No. 3,
799 Embarcadero Road
LIBRARY: Rinconada Library,
1213 Newell Road
LOCATION: Between Embarcadero
Road and Oregon Expressway, Alma
Street and Middlefield Road
NEIGHBORHOOD ASSOCIATION: Old
Palo Alto Neighborhood Association,
Nadia Naik, nadianaik@gmail.com,
or to join go to groups.google.com/
group/opana_news.
PARK: Bowden Park, Alma Street
and California Avenue; Bowling Green
Park, 474 Embarcadero Road; Kellogg
Park, next to Bowling Green; Gamble
Garden, 1431 Waverley St.
POST OFFICE: Cambridge,
265 Cambridge Ave.
PUBLIC SCHOOLS: Addison and Walter Hays elementary schools; Greene
Middle School; Palo Alto High School
SHOPPING: Town & Country Village;
Midtown; California Avenue.
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455 GRANT AVENUE #14, PALO ALTO
OFFERED AT $1,549,000

Top Floor Corner Unit Enjoys Palo Alto’s Finest Amenities
3 bedrooms • 2 bathrooms • 1,362 sqft interior
Located blocks from popular restaurants and shops on California Ave, this delightful top floor corner unit enjoys views of the foothills and
trees. Nicely updated throughout, the kitchen features newer appliances, Corian counters, updated cabinets and a dining area with stunning
floor-to-ceiling windows.
The sunlit-living room is a beautiful place to enjoy peaceful weekends, complete with cork flooring, and large sliding glass doors that open out
to a private balcony space. Down the hallway, are beautifully updated bathrooms and 3 stylish bedrooms.
Enjoy the close proximity to California Ave that features popular restaurants, shops, Sunday Farmers’ Market, Stanford University, Caltrain and
easy commute access. Top schools include Escondido Elementary, Greene Middle School and Palo Alto High School (buyer to verify).
Additional complex amenities include 1 deeded parking spot (option to purchase an additional), storage unit, an elevator, community pool and
BBQ area along with In-unit laundry.

For More Info Visit www.455Grant14.com
OPEN HOUSE SATURDAY & SUNDAY, 1/26 & 1/27 1:00 - 4:00PM

kathleen@kathleenpasin.com | www.kathleenpasin.com | (650) 450-1912 | DRE # 01396779
7KLVLQIRUPDWLRQZDVVXSSOLHGE\WKLUGSDUW\VRXUFHV6DOHV$VVRFLDWHEHOLHYHVWKLVLQIRUPDWLRQLVFRUUHFWEXWKDVQRWYHULÜHGWKLVLQIRUPDWLRQDQGDVVXPHVQROHJDOUHVSRQVLELOLW\IRULWVDFFXUDF\%X\HUVKRXOGYHULI\DFFXUDF\DQGLQYHVWLJDWHWR%X\HUoVRZQVDWLVIDFWLRQ
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#!ü88!! #9!2#9!#/2#/Ý
100 First Street, #108 Los Altos
#+!/2œ/3!ÚüÚ

Simplify your lifestyle in this elegantly appointed one-level 1 bedroom + den
condominium! Everything you need is at hand or within a few blocks in the
charming downtown area of Los Altos.
t{toWdtpBlldWbsaObspsVodtUVdtssVOtbWsWbK_tMOVWUVKOW_WbUpÛzddMddopÛ
crown molding, and stone surfaces.
2VOtbWsTOBstoOpdbOJOModdaÛBMObTdoVdaOdTKOÛàJBsVpÛBzO__øOntWllOM
kitchen and a great room opening to a private patio with direct access to First
Street.
2VdtUVsTt__|KdbKOWyOMsdObVBbKOsVO_WTOps|_OdTWspoOpWMObspÛKdal_O{JObOsp
WbK_tMOBsBpsOTt__|TtobWpVOM_dJJ|œK_tJoddaÛBzO__øOntWllOMsbOppKObsOo
œBbWbyWsWbUoddTsdlsOooBKOzWsVJBoJOntOà
WyWbUoOBÚÛpnàTsàî+Oo dtbs|oOKdoMpÛtbyOoWOMï

Offered at $1,475,000
Carol Carnevale

Nicole Aron

BRE#00946687

.ß

www.100First108.com

Included among the top Real Estate Teams in the Nation
by the Wall Street Journal

ÚÚøø!ÚÚøø
ÚÚ Bod_à BobOyB_OŒ dalBppàKda
ÚÚ!WKd_OàodbŒ dalBppàKda

State-of-the-art real estate,
State-of-the-heart relationships!

Stay Connected!

dalBppWpB_WKObpOMoOB_OpsBsOJod^OoBbMBJWMOpJ|ntB_dtpWbU#lldostbWs|_Bzpà__aBsOoWB_loOpObsOMVOoOWbWpWbsObMOMTdoWbTdoaBsWdbB_
purposes only. Information is compiled from sources deemed reliable but is subject to errors, omissions, changes in price, condition, sale, or withdraw
zWsVdtsbdsWKOà!dpsBsOaObsWpaBMOBpsdBKKtoBK|dTBb|MOpKoWlsWdbà__aOBptoOaObspBbMpntBoOTddsBUOpBoOBllod{WaBsOà{BKsMWaObpWdbp
can be obtained by retaining the services of an architect or engineer. This is not intended to solicit property already listed.

www.CarolAndNicole.com
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Listed by Michael Repka of the DeLeon Team
650.900.7000 | michael@deleonrealty.com | www.deleonrealty.com | DRE #01903224

WALKING DISTANCE TO UNIVERSITY AVE SHOPS & RESTAURANTS
320 Palo Alto Avenue, Palo Alto

Offered at $1,188,000

Located on a quiet street within walking distance of vibrant downtown amenities, this stylish top-floor condo utilizes every inch of space and features
refined, modern updates. Vaulted, white-washed ceilings frame the open great room, which offers a gas-burning fireplace, private balcony, extensive
storage, and a sun-lit upstairs loft. The spacious master suite connects to the guest powder room, while the updated kitchen, illuminated by skylights,
awaits across the hall. Entertain guests out by the swimming pool or venture moments away for fine dining along University Avenue. You’ll be steps
away from the bike bridge to Menlo Park, Caltrain, Stanford, and world-class schools.

OPEN HOUSE

Saturday & Sunday
1:00 - 5:00 pm

Complimentary
Refreshments

For more information, video tour & more photos, please visit:

www.320PaloAltoB3.com

ġǊ⁾અɐԕो#WFTG[5WPǖƹ뻭
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OPEN SATURDAY & SUNDAY, 12:30 – 4:30PM

2007 POPL AR AVENUE

• Charming 2-bedroom and 1.5-bath home
located west of Highway 101

• Private wing with 2 bedrooms

EAST PALO ALTO

• Approximately 1,090 square feet

• Detached newly remodeled 1-car garage

• Freshly painted inside and out

• Lot size of approximately 5,000 square feet

• Spacious living room with extensive built-in
cabinetry, numerous windows, and a woodburning fireplace

• Just minutes to shopping and dining,
including University Avenue just
1.5 miles away

• Open formal dining area

• Just 2 miles to Facebook main campus

Offered at $1,275,000
www.barbsite.com

• Hardwood floors in most rooms

• Large kitchen with abundant cabinetry, tiled
countertops, and full-height backsplashes

When it comes to
buying or selling a home, you
want Barb in your corner.

650.814.0741
bwilliams@apr.com
www.barbsite.com
License # 01033672
Square footage, acreage, and other information herein, has been received from one or more of a variety of different sources. Such
information has not been verified by Alain Pinel Realtors®. If important to buyers, buyers should conduct their own investigation.
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NEW YEAR… NEW BEGINNINGS
WHAT’S THE WORD?
HUGH CORNISH & ASSOCIATES WELCOMES
STEPHANIE ELKINS VAN LINGE!
STEPHANIE’S 33 SUCCESSFUL YEARS IN
COMMERCIAL REAL ESTATE AND EXCEPTIONAL
PERSONAL SERVICE WILL BE INVALUABLE AS
OUR BUSINESS CONTINUES TO GROW.
TO FIND OUT MORE ABOUT STEPHANIE,
AND HER CHAMPIONSHIP PAST, PLEASE
VISIT HUGHCORNISH.COM/STEPHANIE.

STEPHANIE ELKINS
VAN LINGE

650.400.2933
stephanie@hughcornish.com
www.hughcornish.com
CalRE#00897565

Ranked Top 1% Internationally
– Coldwell Banker

& A S S O C I A T E S

Ranked #210 Nationally
by The Wall Street Journal, 2018
Over $2 Billion in Sales

650.619.6461
Providing A
Network of
Reputable
Home-Improvement
Professionals

hugh@hughcornish.com
CalRE#00912143

www.hughcornish.com
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If you are buying or selling a home,
we suggest you choose the best.

Chris Iverson
Lic# 01708130

Colleen Foraker
Lic# 01349099

David Gray
Lic# 01363266

Gabriele Erlach
Lic# 01920613

Gary Campi
Lic# 00600311

Gloria Young
Lic# 01895672

Helen Ferrari
Lic# 00807118

Jordan Legge
Lic# 01758129

Judy Decker
Lic# 01199563

Kathy Yazalina
Lic# 01018458

Lana Tsarikaeva Lauren Campi-Legge
Lic# 01496851
Lic# 01959509

Marian Bennett
Lic# 01463986

Marlena Lyon
Lic# 01971666

Mary Jo McCarthy
Lic# 01354295

Michael Dreyfus
Lic# 01121795

Mike Riviello
Lic# 02059261

Mimi Goh
Lic# 02031088

Noelle Queen
Lic# 01917593

Omar Kinaan
Lic# 01723115

Penelope Huang
Lic# 01023392

Rachel King
Lic# 02038644

Richard Bennett
Lic# 02035587

Shena Hurley
Lic# 01152002

Stephanie Brinton
Lic# 02035990

Susan Tanner
Lic# 01736865

Susie Dews
Lic# 00781220

Todd Zebb
Lic# 01324423

Tom Martin
Lic# 01272381

Tommy Posner
Lic# 01959454

Brian Keifenheim Carolyn Keddington
Lic# 01490400
Lic# 02026614

Annette Smith
Lic# 01180954

Barbara Curley
Lic# 01837664

Brian Ayer
Lic# 01870281

Dulcy Freeman
Lic# 01342352

Dustin Owen
Lic# 01922269

Ella Liang
Lic# 01933960

Fabiane Maluchnik
Lic# 01860256

Jaclyn Campi-Owen
Lic# 01492612

Jakki Harlan
Lic# 01407129

John Young
Lic# 02036387

Lisa Keith
Lic# 00882247

Lucy Berman
Lic# 01413627

Miranda Junowicz
Lic# 02019529

Summer Brill
Lic# 01891857

Ashley Banks
Lic# 01913361
SVP & Region Manager

Our Silicon Valley Locations:

Meet our agents:

LO S A LTO S · M E N LO PA R K
PA LO A LTO · WO O D S I D E (open Q1 2019)

GoldenGateSIR.com
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Each office is independently owned and operated.

Silicon Valley Homes

441 & 443 Laurel St, Menlo Park
Offered at $2,500,000
David Gray · 650.773.1271
Lic# 01363266

2328 Branner Dr, Menlo Park
Offered at $2,698,000
Chris Iverson · 650.450.0450
Lic# 01708130
Mimi Goh · 650.395.7677
Lic# 02031088

124 Peter Coutts Circle, Stanford
Offered at $1,375,000
Penelope Huang · 650.281.8028
Lic# 01023392

541 San Juan St, Stanford
Offered at $4,700,000
Chris Iverson · 650.450.0450
Lic# 01708130

770 University Ave, Los Altos
Offered at $5,299,000
Gloria Young · 650.380.9918
Lic# 01895672
John Young · 650.862.2122
Lic# 02036387

1260 Payne Dr, Los Altos
Offered at $2,700,000
Annette Smith · 650.766.9429
Lic# 01180954

12501 Zappettini Ct ,
Los Altos Hills
Gary Campi · 650.917.2433
Lic# 00600311

310 Kings Mountain Rd, Woodside
Offered at $12,000,035
David Gray · 650.773.1271
Lic# 01363266

1400 Cypress St, Montara
Offered at $1,599,000
Marian S. Bennett · 650.678.1108
Lic# 01463986

2186 Del Monte Ave, Santa Clara
Offered at $1,349,000
Tom Martin · 408.314.2830
Lic# 01272381

2870 Mauricia Ave, Santa Clara
Offered at $1,575,000
Tom Martin · 408.314.2830
Lic# 01272381

Bates Ranch, Gilroy
Offered at $15,000,000
Michael Dreyfus · 650.485.3476
Lic# 01121795

People have looked to Sotheby’s to
discover the best in life for over 250 years.

Property ID: 3CSSVE
sir.com

We aren’t going anywhere.
We’re going everywhere.

Menlo Park Office
640 Oak Grove Avenue
650.847.1141

Palo Alto Office
728 Emerson Street
650.644.3474

Ask your Golden Gate Sotheby’s International Realty agent
about opportunities around the world or around the corner.

Los Altos Office
195 S. San Antonio Road
650.941.4300

Woodside Office
2989 Woodside Road
Opening Early 2019

B E LV E D E R E-T I B U R O N · B E R K E L E Y · DA N V I L L E · L A FAY E T T E · M I L L VA L L E Y · M O N T C L A I R · N A PA
N OVATO · OA K L A N D · R O S S VA L L E Y · S A N R A FA E L · S AU S A L I TO · S T I N S O N B E AC H
Each office is independently owned and operated.
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Bates Ranch Vineyard, Gilroy
Offered at $15,000,000 · Lot ±932 acres · Vineyard ±22 acres · Main Home + 3 Guest Homes
BatesRanchVineyard.com

Golden Gate Sotheby’s International Realty | #1 Producing Group
Michael Dreyfus | Top 250 Agent Nationwide, Wall Street Journal / Real Trends

Visit dreyfus.group for more listings
728 Emerson Street, Palo Alto, CA 94301
Each Office is Independently Owned and Operated.
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Michael Dreyfus
650.485.3476
License #01121795

THE ADDRESS IS THE PENINSU
THE EXPERIENCE IS AIN PINEL

LOS ALTOS HILLS $6,880,000

LOS ALTOS HILLS $5,500,000

PALO ALTO $4,280,000

LOS ALTOS HILLS $3,388,000

25620 Frampton Court | 5bd/5ba
Rick & Suzanne Bell | 650.209.1513
License # 01051633 | 014220275
BY APPOINTMENT

12169 Dawn Lane | 6bd/4.5ba
Edie Halenbeck | 650.996.8466
License # 01877393
BY APPOINTMENT

2326 Webster Street | 4bd/2.5ba
Xin Jiang | 650.283.8379
License # 01961451
OPEN SAT & SUN 1:30-4:30

3849 Page Mill Road | 4bd/4.5ba
Carol Li | 650.281.8368
License # 01227755
OPEN SUNDAY 1:00-4:00

SAN CARLOS $3,188,000

LOS ALTOS $2,898,000

STANFORD $2,495,000

REDWOOD CITY $2,398,000

50 Chestnut Street | 4bd/4ba
Mariana Pappalardo | 650.670.7888
License # 01970137
OPEN SAT & SUN 1:00-4:00

389 Hawthorne Avenue | 4bd/2.5ba
Gary Bulanti | 650.483.5532
License # 01232945
BY APPOINTMENT

862 Lathrop Drive | 3bd/2.5ba
S. Ornstein/C. Feldstein | 650.814.6682
License # 01028693 | 00911615
OPEN SUNDAY 1:30-4:30

524 Buena Vista Avenue | 3bd/2ba
Liz Daschbach | 650.207.0781
License # 00969220
BY APPOINTMENT

LOS GATOS $2,299,000

SUNNYVALE $2,195,000

PALO ALTO $1,688,000

WOODSIDE $1,599,000

178 College Avenue | 4bd/3ba
Jerylann Mateo | 650.209.1601
License # 01362250
BY APPOINTMENT

816 Londonderry Drive | 4bd/3ba
Irene Yang | 650.468.3000
License # 01724993
OPEN SAT & SUN 1:30-4:30

3282 Berryessa Street | 2bd/3ba
P. Yang/J. Laminette | 408.203.0567
License # 01980050 | 01847917
OPEN SAT & SUN 1:30-4:30

12 Montecito Road | Land 3.6 acres
Wayne Rivas | 650.740.5746
License # 01055861
BY APPOINTMENT

SAN JOSE $1,598,000

MENLO PARK $1,495,000

SAN JOSE $1,098,000

PORTO VALLEY $749,000

6411 Canterbury Court | 3bd/2ba
Lynn North | 650.209.1562
License # 01490039
OPEN SAT & SUN 1:30-4:30

387 6th Avenue | 4bd/2ba
Joseph Bentley | 650.867.0199
License # 01082626
BY APPOINTMENT

901 Kingﬁsher Drive | 3bd/2ba
Que Foor | 650.274.5503
License # 01377798
OPEN SAT & SUN 1:00-4:00

251 Vista Verde Lane | Land 1 acre
Wayne Rivas | 650.740.5746
License # 01055861
BY APPOINTMENT

APR.COM

Over 30 Real Estate Offices Serving The Bay Area Including
Palo Alto
650.323.1111

Los Altos
650.941.1111

Menlo Park
650.462.1111

Menlo Park-Downtown
650.304.3100

Woodside
650.529.1111

Square footage, acreage, and other information herein, has been received from one or more of a variety of different sources.
Such information has not been veriﬁed by Alain Pinel Realtors®. If important to buyers, buyers should conduct their own investigation.
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Public Notices
995 Fictitious Name
Statement
SALVAJE
FICTITIOUS BUSINESS NAME STATEMENT
File No.: FBN649973
The following person (persons) is (are) doing
business as:
Salvaje, located at 369 Lytton Ave., Palo Alto, CA
94301, Santa Clara County.
This business is owned by: A Limited Liability
Company.
The name and residence address of the registrant(s)
is(are):
COPPERSMITH PALO ALTO LLC
2707 Louis Rd.
Palo Alto, CA 94303
Registrant has not yet begun to transact business
under the fictitious business name(s) listed above.
This statement was filed with the County ClerkRecorder of Santa Clara County on January 7, 2019.
(PAW Jan. 25; Feb. 1, 8, 15, 2019)
PALO ALTO TENNIS SHOP
FICTITIOUS BUSINESS NAME STATEMENT
File No.: FBN650248
The following person (persons) is (are) doing
business as:
Palo Alto Tennis Shop, located at 855 El Camino Real
99B, Palo Alto, CA 94301, Santa Clara County.
This business is owned by: An Individual.
The name and residence address of the registrant(s)
is(are):
TIMEA TERESTYAK
12 Country Ln
Redwood City, CA 94061
Registrant began transacting business under
the fictitious business name(s) listed above on
01/01/2019.
This statement was filed with the County ClerkRecorder of Santa Clara County on January 15, 2019.
(PAW Jan. 25, Feb. 1, 8, 15, 2019)

SPRINGBOARD SOLUTIONS
FICTITIOUS BUSINESS NAME STATEMENT
File No.: FBN650377
The following person (persons) is (are) doing
business as:
Springboard Solutions, located at 725 Loma Verde
Ave., Suite E, Palo Alto, CA 94303, Santa Clara
County.
This business is owned by: A Limited Liability
Company.
The name and residence address of the registrant(s)
is(are):
SPRINGBOARD IN LLC
725 Loma Verde Ave., Suite E
Palo Alto, CA 94303
Registrant began transacting business under
the fictitious business name(s) listed above on
06/27/2016.
This statement was filed with the County ClerkRecorder of Santa Clara County on January 18, 2019.
(PAW Jan. 25; Feb. 1, 8, 15, 2019)
VITALITY BOWLS #013
FICTITIOUS BUSINESS NAME STATEMENT
File No.: FBN650399
The following person (persons) is (are) doing
business as:
Vitality Bowls #013, located at 209 S. California Ave.,
Palo Alto, CA 94306, Santa Clara County.
This business is owned by: A Limited Liability
Company.
The name and residence address of the registrant(s)
is(are):
PAMD LLC
209 S. California Ave.
Palo Alto, CA 94306
Registrant began transacting business under
the fictitious business name(s) listed above on
01/18/2019.
This statement was filed with the County ClerkRecorder of Santa Clara County on January 18, 2019.
(PAW Jan. 25; Feb. 1, 8, 15, 2019)

Call Alicia Santillan at 650-223-6578
or email asantillan@paweekly.com for assistance
with your legal advertising needs.

WEEKEND OPEN HOMES

2 Bedrooms

ATHERTON
5 Bedrooms

90 Macbain Av
Sat/Sun 1-4
Coldwell Banker

$6,495,000
465-6210

1 Bedroom - Condominium

400 Davey Glen Rd #4703
Sun
Coldwell Banker

4 Bedrooms

$2,998,000
851-2666

5 Bedrooms

4 Bedrooms

2828 San Juan Blvd
Sun 1-4
Coldwell Banker

EAST PALO ALTO

Compass

1891 Channing Av
Sat/Sun
Coldwell Banker
123 Tennyson Av
Sat/Sun 1-5
DeLeon Realty

6 Bedrooms

2 Bedrooms

1174 Laurel Av
Sat/Sun 1:30-3:30

$824,888
543-7740

Intero

1066 Metro Cir
Sat/Sun 1-5
DeLeon Realty

2 Bedrooms

7 Bedrooms

LA HONDA

PORTOLA VALLEY

2007 Poplar Av
$1,275,000
Sat/Sun 12:30-4:30 Alain Pinel Realtors 814-0741

3 Bedrooms

137 Sheldon Rd
Sun 1-3
Coldwell Banker

$789,000
888-6930

MENLO PARK

702 Rosewood Dr
Sat/Sun
Keller Williams Palo Alto

4 Bedrooms

130 Deer Meadow Ln
Sat/Sun 1-4
Coldwell Banker

675 Sharon Park Dr #134
Sat/Sun 1-5
DeLeon Realty

4 Bedrooms

192 Spruce Av
Sun 1-4
Coldwell Banker

5 Bedrooms

329 O’Connor St
Sat/Sun 1-5
DeLeon Realty

8 Bedrooms

773 & 775 Partridge Av
Sat/Sun 1-5
DeLeon Realty

$1,288,000
900-7000

3 Bedrooms

$1,995,000
465-6210

SANTA CLARA

$2,988,000
900-7000
$4,288,000
900-7000

MOUNTAIN VIEW
1 Bedroom - Condominium
505 Cypress Point Dr #101
Sat/Sun 1-4
Intero

$675,000
947-4700

3 Vera Ct
Sat/Sun 1-4

Coldwell Banker

$2,950,000
752-0767
$8,788,000
900-7000
$4,488,000
900-7000
$5,498,000
520-3407

$5,695,000
851-1961

3 Bedrooms

2870 Mauricia Av
$1,575,000
Sat 1:30-4
Golden Gate Sotheby’s International Realty
395-7677

SARATOGA
5 Bedrooms

4 Bedrooms

571 Piazza Dr
Sat/Sun 2-4
Coldwell Banker

$1,750,000
855-9700

$1,049,000
888-3111

2186 Del Monte Av
$1,349,000
Sat/Sun
Golden Gate Sotheby’s International Realty
408-314-2830

18000 Rodeo Creek Hollow
Sat/Sun 1-5
DeLeon Realty

$4,488,000
900-7000

WOODSIDE
3 Bedrooms
$1,188,000
900-7000

235 Hillside Dr
Sat/Sun
Coldwell Banker

$1,895,000
851-2666

New Years Resolutions

A MOVE? A NEW JOB? A NEW SPOUSE?
= A NEW HOUSE!!

Today’s news,
sports
& hot picks

Contact:

JAN STROHECKER

, SRES

“Experience Counts 32 Years Top Sales Performance”

Fresh news
delivered
daily

Realtor, DRE #00620365

Residential • Land • 1031 Exchanges

Email: janstrohecker@yahoo.com
www.janstrohecker.com

Sign up today at
PaloAltoOnline.com/
express

CALL Jan Today
for Best Results!

®

Innovative. Trusted. Unique marketing approach. Local expertise.

ALEX COMSA & DORA KASZPER
CalBRE 01875782, 02072857
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$4,325,000
743-0734

3 Bedrooms

Direct: (650) 906-6516

Comsa Group | Coldwell Banker Palo Alto
630 Ramona Street | Palo Alto, CA 94301
M: 650.847.7222
E: alex@comsagroup.com

$1,988,000
900-7000

REDWOOD CITY

3 Bedrooms - Condominium

320 Palo Alto Av #B3
Sat/Sun 1-5
DeLeon Realty

Comsa Group, specialized in Silicon Valley luxury real estate, feels
^MZaXZQ^QTMOML\WJMIٻTQI\ML_Q\P\PMOTWJITXW_MZPW][MWN+WTL_MTT
*IVSMZ8ITW)T\W+WU[I/ZW]XTM^MZIOM[+WTL_MTT*IVSMZ¼[\WX
VW\KPUIZSM\QVOIVLWVTQVMXZM[MVKMI[_MTTI[+WU[I/ZW]X¼[TWKIT
VM\_WZSQVOOZW]X[IVL[WKQITUMLQINWZQ\[KTQMV\[

4 Bedrooms

$695,000
415-310-3754

1 Bedroom - Condominium

#1 IN CALIFORNIA

128 Middlefield Rd
Sat/Sun 1-5
DeLeon Realty
1270 Cedar St
Sat/Sun 1-4:30

BELMONT

PALO ALTO

Coldwell Banker

UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED,
ALL TIMES ARE 1:30-4:30 PM

The DeLeon Difference®
650.543.8500
www.deleonrealty.com
650.543.8500 | www.deleonrealty.com | DeLeon Realty CalBRE #01903224
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Sports
Shorts

PREP WRESTLING

WATER WORKS ...Stanford
freshman diver Conor Casey earned
the Pac-12 Conference Diver of the
Week. Casey, a native of Annandale,
Virginia, began the season with
three wins in four events across two
meets. Most recently, Casey won the
3-meter with a score of 415.65 at last
weekend’s UCLA Invitational. Casey
also finished second on the 1-meter
with a score of 705.60 . . . Stanford
women’s swimming team returns to
dual meet action, after a two-month
furlough, against the Arizona schools
this weekend. The Cardinal divers,
who competed at UCLA over the
weekend, will also compete as the
squads team up against Arizona on
Friday at 1 p.m., and Arizona State on
Saturday at 11 a.m. Stanford has won
25 straight dual meets.

ON THE AIR
Friday
College women’s basketball:
Stanford at Colorado, 6 p.m., Pac-12
Networks
College men’s volleyball: Purdue
Fort Wayne at Stanford, 6 p.m., Stanford Live Stream
College wrestling: Cal Baptist at
Stanford, 7 p.m., Stanford Live Stream

Saturday
College men’s and women’s swimming: Stanford at Arizona State, 11
a.m., ASU Live Stream
College men’s tennis: Central
Florida at Stanford, 11 a.m., Streamingtennis.com
College women’s tennis: St. Mary’s
at Stanford, 2 p.m., Streamingtennis.
com
College women’s lacrosse: Team
USA at Stanford, 5 p.m., Pac-12 Plus
Live Stream
College men’s basketball: Colorado at Stanford, 5 p.m., FS1
College men’s volleyball: Purdue
Fort Wayne at Stanford, 7 p.m., Stanford Live Stream

Thursday
College women’s basketball:
Stanford at California, 8 p.m., Pac-12
Networks

in the season, in the PAL.
Gunn (7-5-2, 6-0) leads the Santa
Clara Valley Athletic League El
Camino Division, just ahead of
Los Altos (6-6-1, 6-1) heading into
Friday’s game at Wilcox (8-6, 3-3).
Priory (8-3-1, 2-2) continues to
keep things interesting and has an
important match at Notre Dame
Belmont (8-5, 3-1) on Friday at
2:30 p.m.
Sacred Heart Prep (5-3-5, 0-22) also reintroduced itself into the
WBAL race after tying Menlo on
Tuesday. The Gators and Knights
were both in action Thursday.
The Sacred Heart boys have
been nothing but consistent
this season, led by senior Liam
(continued on page 43)

(continued on page 43)

T

Menlo-Atherton’s Jude Carabetta-Goncalves (4) and Sacred Heart Prep’s Liam Johnson (5) have
helped guide their teams to the top of the league standings.

PREP SOCCER

Heading to the top of the class
Several local teams at or near top of league standings
by Rick Eymer

M

enlo-Atherton senior Kalani Napoleon may have
been the most surprised
player on the field Wednesday
night but it’s no surprise the Bears
are leading the Peninsula Athletic
League Bay Division at the halfway point of the regular season.
Over in the West Bay Athletic
League, Sacred Heart Prep has
moved to the head of the class following a decisive victory earlier in
the week.
Staying on top will be no easy
matter. Several challenges lie ahead
for both the Bears and Gators, who
host Crystal Springs Upland at 3:30
p.m. Friday.
Menlo School (9-2-1, 3-1) remains in close contact with Sacred

Heart Prep (11-0-1, 5-0) and could
make things even more interesting depending on the outcome of
Friday night’s 6:15 p.m. match at
Harker (9-2, 4-1). The two schools
are a game behind Sacred Heart
Prep, which beat the Eagles, 4-2,
on Wednesday.
M-A (8-3-1, 6-0-1) has a match at
South San Francisco (9-0-4, 4-0-3)
on Friday at 4:30 p.m. that will go a
long way in deciding the title race.
The teams tied, 1-1, in the league
opener.
The girls races are also taking
shape, with Menlo School (12-1-1,
3-0-1) at the forefront of the WBAL
standings and Menlo-Atherton (56-2, 3-1-1) just behind Aragon (83-1, 4-1), a team the Bears, who
played Thursday, defeated earlier

ATHLETES OF THE WEEK
Hannah Jump

Sunday
College women’s basketball: Stanford at Utah, 11 a.m., Utah Live Stream
College men’s tennis: Oregon or
Minnsota at Stanford, 11 a.m., Streamingtennis.com
College women’s tennis: SMU or
WSU at Stanford, 2 p.m., Streamingtennis.com
College women’s gymnastics:
UCLA at Stanford, 4 p.m., Pac-12 Networks
College men’s gymnastics: Stanford at California, 6 p.m., Pac-12 Networks

Paly boys, M-A girls
are dreaming large
by Rick Eymer
he Palo Alto boys wrestling
team heads into Saturday’s
Mission San Jose Invitational with plenty of confidence. Dara
Heydarpour, one of several Vikings
who have turned in impressive performances, is more confident than
ever that the Vikings have a good
chance at winning a league title.
“I think we can be one of the top
three teams in the Central Coast
Section,” Heydarpour said after
host Palo Alto beat Gunn, 47-25, on
Tuesday night. “We’ve had some injuries but now everybody is coming
back. Even without some guys, we
have been able to beat opponents.”
Palo Alto placed 15th in last
year’s CCS tournament, finishing
behind three other SCVAL teams.
On the girls’ side, two-time defending Central Coast Section
champion Menlo-Atherton reigns
supreme over the local scene,
though both Paly and Gunn have
talented wrestlers capable of reaching the state meet.
The Lady Baler Bash at San
Benito High on Saturday is another
opportunity for them to hone their
skills.
In addition to Heydarpour, Andrew Wang and Charlie Williams
are among the top wrestlers in their
respective divisions.
Wang, who won his match
against Gunn, 20-6, is a former
league champion and placed second in last year’s CCS tournament
at 126 pounds.
Gunn’s Timothy Waymouth beat
Halo Lynch, 10-2, in an entertaining match at 145 pounds. Waymouth, who has won a tournament
title this season, placed seventh at
last year’s CCS meet.
Menlo-Atherton’s Joshua Meyers
is another wrestler to watch at the
CCS tournament.

Bob Dahlberg

GRAPPLING FOR SUCCESS ...The
Menlo College men’s wrestling team is
ranked sixth in the NAIA Coaches Top
in the penultimate regular-season poll
of the season. Ten Oaks are ranked
individually. Anthony Orozco remains
the top-ranked Oaks wrestler, holding
down the No. 2 spot in the 184
weight class. He suffered a loss in the
championship match at the Missouri
Valley Invitational, his first defeat of the
year. A pair of Oaks are ranked sixth in
their respective classes: Terrill Sidner
at 149, up from eighth, and Alex
Garcia at 165, who was previously
unranked. Q

Local sports news and schedules, edited by Rick Eymer

Pinning
down top
honors

Raymond Reece

PINEWOOD BASKETBALL

EASTSIDE PREP BASKETBALL

The senior scored 57 points in
two West Bay Athletic League
victories last week, including
35 in a win over second-place
Menlo School on Friday night.
She was 20 of 39 from the
field, including nine 3-pointers.

The sophomore averaged 23.5
points and 11.5 rebounds last
week in helping the Panthers
win twice, including a one-point
win over first-place The King’s
Academy as Eastside moved into
a four-way tie for the WBAL lead.

Honorable mention
Fola Akinola
Menlo-Atherton wrestling

Sophie Jones*
Menlo soccer

Amanda Khu
Castilleja soccer
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Ila Lane*
Priory basketball

Annika Shah*
Palo Alto basketball

Mina Tameilau
Eastside Prep basketball

Brendan Carey
Sacred Heart Prep basketball

Chase Dolinko
Sacred Heart Prep soccer

Liam Johnson
Sacred Heart Prep soccer

Watch video interviews of the Athletes of the Week, go to PASportsOnline.com

Cole Kastner
Menlo basketball

Isaiah Saams-Hoy*
Eastside Prep basketball

Zach Zafran
Priory basketball
*Previous winner

Sports

Soccer
(continued from page 42)

Johnson, one of the more dynamic
players in the area.
Johnson, Chase Dolinko and
Tommy Hogan each scored a goal
and recorded an assist as Sacred
Heart Prep took sole possession of
first place with its win over Harker.
Alexi Stravropoulos, Kyle Nilsson, Kevin Box and Ethan Veghte
are also among the Gators who
have played at a high level.
Napoleon’s goal, taken from 35
yards out, appeared to be a routine
save but the ball took a strange hop
and kicked off to the right just as
the goalkeeper got into position to
short hop it. There were no defenders around for yards.
His reaction? He turned around
and shrugged as if he had no idea
what just happened. A few teammates came over to congratulate
him but there was no wild celebration as one might expect after
a goal that helped keep MenloAtherton squarely in charge of the
league race.
“I’m still surprised,” Napoleon
said afterward. “I’m really not
known as the scoring type. I usually set up other guys. But I saw a lot
of space and figured why not shoot.
I kind of flicked it up in the air.”
M-A coach Leo Krupnik felt the
Bears managed to win despite not
playing at their best.
“I didn’t think we played well
but we came up with a big win,”

Krupnik said. “I felt it was a hardfought, ugly win and you need
some of those during the season. It
was a good game to bring us back
to earth.”
Krupnik also thought Napeleon
had better options than to shoot but
liked the results.
“He always has the green to
shoot but that was not his best option at the time,” he said. “Fortunetly it went in.”
Sophomore defender Cole Trigg
gave the Bears a 1-0 lead. Senior
midfielder Jude Carabetta-Goncalves chased the ball into the
corner and sent a crossing pass to
the far post that found Trigg, who
headed the ball into the back of
the net about 15 minutes into the
contest.
After losing to Sacred Heart
Prep in the first game back from
winter break, M-A owned a 3-32 mark, a result of an aggressive
schedule that featured five games
against teams who made last year’s
Central Coast Section tournament,
two that eliminated M-A over the
past two post-seasons.
“On a bad day we could be caught
off guard,” Krupnik said. “We
came back from the winter break
and that gave us a beginning.”
Wednesday night was Bears’
fifth straight win and was the first
goal they allowed since losing to
the Gators.”We took some losses
but that got us into good efforts,”
Napoleon said. “Honestly, we just
bonded as a team and pushed
forward.”

Across
1 Video game series where you follow the
moves of onscreen characters
10 Food service giant based in Houston
15 Very soon
16 Knightley of “Atonement”
17 La Paz currency
18 Archipelago feature
19 Took the offer
20 Mystical foresight
21 Employer of Africa correspondent Ofeibia
Quist-Arcton
23 Idris of “The Wire”
25 Play ___ (cause mischief)
27 Sooner than soon
28 Distributed cards
30 Ballet practice
32 Two before Thu.
33 Journal opening
35 Abbr. before a founding date
36 Musical genre for 1990s punk band Bikini
Kill
38 “’Scuse me”
41 Western movie hangout
44 “Chandelier” singer
45 Muscle-to-bone connector
46 Makes the scene
48 Leave behind
50 Stereotypical librarian admonition
52 Shiraz, for one
53 “Tell me ...”
55 Velvet finish?
57 Aptly titled ‘80s film about BMX racing
58 RR station posting
59 It’s on a continuum
62 Fulcrum for an oar
63 Character whose headwear had a tag
reading “10/6”
64 Ravi Shankar’s instrument
65 Completely broke

Trigg was joined on the back line
by Brandon Ortega and Seamus
Robinson, who provided several
key defensive plays.
Against Harker on Wednesday,
Johnson opened the scoring for
Sacred Heart Prep, assisted by
Hogan. Aidan Basset made it 2-0
with a little help from Dolinko.
Harker scored to make it 2-1 at
the half.
The Eagles also scored the first
goal of the second half to tie the
match before the Gators responded
with an unassisted goal from Hogan and Dolinko’s goal, with an
assist to Johnson.
Menlo scored twice in the first
three minutes of its 6-2 win over
Eastside and took a 3-0 lead into
halftime.
Senior Jonny Ebrahimian scored
40 seconds into the game on an assist from junior Trevor Perez. Less
than two minutes later, senior Ben
Lasky took a feed from sophomore Christian Corcoran for the
Knights’ second goal. In the 31st
minute, Lasky and Corcoran connected for an encore.
After Eastside opened the second half with a goal, junior Nico
Monsalve, with an Ebrahimian assist, scored with 25 minutes left.
The Panthers added their second
goal with 5:55 left. Menlo had an
answer, scoring twice in the last
minutes. Aaron Morgan, on an
Aaron Cheng assist, scored with
three minutes left, then Bobby
Shove took a corner kick and Sal
Argueta delivered on a rebound. Q

Wrestling
(continued from page 42)

Girls wrestling
Menlo-Atherton senior Fola
Akinola went 3-0, including two
pins, to win her division of the Lady
Jaguar Girls Wrestling Tournament
in Vallejo on Saturday.
Akinola, ranked first in the Central Coast Section and seventh nationally. Senior team captain Lauren McDonnell is ranked first in the
section and 17th nationally in her
division.
Angie Bautista, ranked second
in the CCS, and Paola Ramirez,
ranked fifth, each reached the

Marketplace
The Palo Alto Weekly offers advertising
for Home Services, Business Services
and Employment.
If you wish to learn more about
these advertising options,
please call 650.223.6582 or email
digitalads@paweekly.com.

“Free Range” — another freestyle puzzle for everyone..Matt Jones

This week’s SUDOKU

Answers on page 24.

Answers on page 24.

Down
1 Shied away, slangily
2 Still squeaking
3 Meme nickname of Turkish meat-seasoning
chef Nusret Gokce
4 “Enough already!”
5 Peace proponent
6 They shun most technology
7 Three-part flavor
8 Tapper’s home
9 English prep school
10 Steers clear of
11 Simple question type
12 Early movies
13 Soldier’s hairstyle

championship match at Jesse Betchel High before falling. Bautista won
four of five bouts, three by pin, and
Ramirez went 3-1, with a pair of
pins.
Anna Smith, Evelyn Calhoon
and Abby Ericson are also ranked
first in the section. Lauren Fuller is
ranked No. 12.
Palo Alto’s Ashley Wang (no relation to Andrew) is a prime candidate to qualify for the state meet.
She’s had a successful tournament
season to date and is ranked second
to Calhoon in the CCS.
Zoe Wong-Van Halen, ranked
seventh in the CCS, placed fifth in
the 111 division of the Ladies Coast
Classic at Santa Cruz High. Q

14 Cereal grain item
22 In ___ (“on paper”)
24 Smartphone setting
26 Long-eared dogs
29 Quindec- divided by five
31 Some stone finds at archaeological digs
34 Peanut butter-based Girl Scout Cookie
35 Macaroni shape
37 2020 political event in Charlotte, for short
38 John Stockton has the most in NBA history
39 Sony competitor
40 Eavesdropping range
42 “True, no?”
43 Titles differently
45 “Watchmen” director Zack

www.sudoku.name

47 “Why is this night different ...?” feasts
49 Cub Scout pack leader
51 Anne of “Donnie Brasco”
54 Sch. at West Point
56 “Swell!”
60 “N’est-ce ___?”
61 Inits. for supplementary costs at a car
dealership
©2019 Jonesin’ Crosswords (editor@jonesincrosswords.com)
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COLDWELL BANKER

Mountain View | $2,635,000
8FMDPNFUPUIJTCFBVUJGVM JNQFDDBCMZNBJOUBJOFEUISFFCFESPPN UISFFCBUIIPNFJOTPVHIUBGUFS8BWFSMZ1BSL'FBUVSFTJODMVEFBOVQEBUFEFBUJOLJUDIFOXJUIIBSEXPPEnPPST BCBZXJOEPX HBTSBOHF CVUMFST
QBOUSZBOEXJOFGSJEHF5IFFYQBOTJWFNBTUFSTVJUFPGGFSTBXBMLJODMPTFUBOE'SFODIEPPSTMFBEJOHUPBQSJWBUFEFDL5IFCFBVUJGVMCBDLZBSEGFBUVSFTBLJUDIFOBOEBmSFQJU
Alan Huwe
650.941.7040
alan.huwe@cbnorcal.com
CalRE #01706555

Menlo Park | $2,190,000
5IJTNBHOJmDFOUGPVSCFESPPN UXPCBUI.FOMP)FJHIUTIPNFGFBUVSFTIBSEXPPEnPPSJOHUISPVHIPVUBCSJHIU PQFOnPPSQMBO"GPSNBMEJOJOHSPPNTJUTBEKBDFOUUPBDPNGZEFOXJUIBTFDPOEmSFQMBDF"OFMFHBOU
HPVSNFULJUDIFOJODMVEFTDVTUPNNBQMFDBCJOFUSZCSJHIUFOFEXJUITLZMJHIUT"CSJDLQBUJPBOEMVTIGPMJBHFMJOFUIFIPNF%POUNJTTUIFDIBODFUPNBLFUIJTTQFDUBDVMBSQSPQFSUZZPVSIPNFþ
Steed Ahn
415.682.6666
steed@steedahn.com
CalRE #01860593

Mountain View | $798,000
This beautiful two bedroom, one bath home is a serene oasis in the middle of Silicon Valley. Beautifully remodeled, it offers a balcony overlooking mature oak and maple trees. The kitchen features granite counters,
stainless steel appliances and newer cabinets. There is a detached one-car garage, and the community offers a pool and clubhouse.
Naseem Faria
650.325.6161
naseem.faria@cbnorcal.com
CalRE #01809674

COLDWELLBANKERHOMES.COM
The property information herein is derived from various sources that may include, but not be limited to, county records and the Multiple Listing Service, and it may include approximations. Although the information is believed to be accurate, it is not warranted and you should not rely upon it without personal verification. Real estate agents affiliated
with Coldwell Banker Residential Brokerage are independent contractor agents and are not employees of the Company. ©2019 Coldwell Banker Residential Brokerage. All Rights Reserved. Coldwell Banker Residential Brokerage fully supports the principles of the Fair Housing Act and the Equal Opportunity Act. Owned by a subsidiary of NRT LLC.
414911SFSV_07/18 CalRE #01908304.
Coldwell Banker and the Coldwell Banker Logo are registered service marks owned by Coldwell Banker Real Estate LLC.
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